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The study had four objectives, the major one being the identifica-

tion of the common professional competencies for adequate perform-

ance as a Baptist clergyman. A second objective was to determine

the common professional competencies needed by Baptist pastors and

ministers of education. The determination if significantly different

competencies were required for the pastor and the minister of educa-

tion was the third objective. The final objective was to formulate

recommendations which would be applicable in developing a curriculum

for clergy preparation.

A 90-item mail-administered questionnaire was developed by a

jury panel of experts (six pastors, three laymen, two professors, a

minister of education and an associational official). A randomly

selected population of 188 respondents, 80 ministers of education and

108 pastors equally distributed between two Baptist church associa-

tions, were asked to indicate on a five-point Likert-type scale the

level of proficiency necessary for each competency in relation to their



ministry. Data were analyzed by using a two-way analysis of variance

and factor analytic techniques.

Selected Findings

The two-way analysis of variance revealed that no significant

differences existed between the scores assigned by clergy of the two

Baptist church associations to 64 of the 90 competencies and that no

significant differences existed between the scores assigned by pastors

and ministers of education to 75 of the 90 competencies. No signifi-

cant interaction existed between associations and types of personnel in

89 of the 90 competencies.

An R-technique factor analysis was utilized to identify common

professional competencies. A three factor solution generated 68

competencies that had factor loadings of ± .45 or higher. Factors

identified were:

1. Factor I, Administration, was a general factor with four sub-
factors. Sub-factor Ia was named Program Development. Sub-
factor Ib was named Program Operation. Sub-factor Ic was
named Community Relations and Sub-factor Id was named
Counseling.

2. Factor II, Leadership, was a general factor with two sub-
factors. Sub-factor IIa was named Individual Ability and
Interpersonal Relations was the name given to Sub-factor lib.

3. Factor III, Management, was a general factor with two sub-
factors. Sub-factor Ma was named Human Resources and Sub-
factor Illb was named Financial Resources.

Five of the ten highest mean ranked competencies dealt with

personal relationships. The highest mean ranked competency was

Establish and maintain a meaningful and Biblical relationship with



your spouse. The lowest mean ranked competency was Take

responsibilities for leadership in civic or community activities.

A Q-technique factor analysis revealed a commonality among the

respondents to the degree that both pastors and ministers of education

could be grouped as clergymen.

Recommendations

It was recommended that:

1. Baptist clergy recognize the Biblical concept of equipping others
for ministry.

2. Baptist clergy become more involved in civic responsibilites.
3. Baptist clergy develop a more balanced ministry including

evangelism, preaching, and the training of others for ministry.
4. Clergy preparation could essentially be one program for

pastors or ministers of education.
5. Clergy preparation include additional psychology courses to

expand self-perception abilities and the establishing of inter-
personal relationships.

6. The establishing of a competency based clergy educational
program will, of necessity, involve leaders within the local
churches.

7. Other church associations with similar theological positions be
the subject of further research.
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A FACTOR ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES
AND LOCAL CHURCH CLERGY

I. INTRODUCTION

A careful observer of American life will be impressed
by the extensive educational effort of the churches. More
than half of the children and youth connected with Protestant
churches are enrolled in Sunday schools. A majority of their
parents depend upon these schools as the principal avenue
of religious instruction. Hundreds of thousands of adults
devote their time and energy to church-school administration
and teaching. (60:15)

This educational effort, this dependency of parents, this huge

reservoir of adult workers depend upon the clergy for leadership.

"As a vocation, the ministry was once quite simple to define . .

today's arena for ministerial action is different" (47:1). The differ-

ence includes a proliferated ministry and one demanding a multiple

staff of clergymen in the church according to Hayes. The proliferated

ministry is in response to changes in society. Writing from his own

experience, Tucker highlights a similar problem when he challenges

the church to change. He states that churches can no longer "operate

as they did forty years ago in rural America" (102:20).

Society at one time could be equated to the church. There was a

time when the church was "literally at the crossroads of the com-

munity where all paths of life converged" (76:7). During this time,

people turned to the church for their education, their faith, and their
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social life. As society changed, the clergyman could no longer

maintain an isolated, exclusive ministry. As Bennett examined the

ministry as a profession he concluded that a variety of ministers

were necessary to minister in a given community. Bennett's variety

of ministers is parallel or equivalent to the proliferated ministry

concept of Hayes (3:12). This concept of ministry was reinforced by

Findley Edge in his book The Greening of the Church when he states

that "it is to the world to which we are called. We are not sent to

serve the church but to the world as an instrument of redemption"

(27:169).

The extent to which Baptist clergymen have related the concept

of community ministry to their ministry became the impetus for this

study of clergy competencies. The focus of the project was to identify

the competencies which clergy must possess as they face the challenge

of serving on a multiple staff to reach a community.

Background of the Problem

The meaning of the Christian ministry appears to be in a state

of flux. The development of new ministries and the variety of ways in

which the ministry finds fulfillment in expressing itself contributes

to this situation.

The contemporary emphasis upon ministry could include such

things as the Armed Forces reserve chaplaincy, coffee house
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ministry and referral centers. A minister may be faced with a

discrepancy between what he feels his ideal vocation to be (primarily

the communication of the gospel and the care of souls) and expectations

of the church and community (social and civic activities in addition to

preaching the gospel). A discrepancy of this nature may cause

tension if both expectations are not fulfilled (7). Smart summarizes

this situation quite well as he examines the ministry from a historical

view point.

Is it any wonder that young ministers and some not so
young find themselves dragged in a dozen different direc-
tions as they try to fulfill the claims of the ministry?
. . . in the medieval church there was a clear-cut picture of
the minister as a director of souls, in the Reformation
church an equally clear-cut picture of the minister as a
preacher of the word, and in Pietism the minister as
evangelist, but in twentieth-century Protestantism no
such unitary and unifying principle exists. (95:18)

Church programming itself has caused changes in the ministry.

The development of new ministries is an outgrowth of church pro-

gramming.

A whole cluster of educational endeavors has been
added to local church programming. . . . Vacation Bible
School, weekday boys' and girls' work, adult study groups,
the training hour or union, camping, and children's churches
are all part of the multifarious church school programs of
the second half of the 20th century. The emergence of a
total church program has brought a broader scope of
education to churches. (47:5)

A total church program places the minister in the precarious position

of being all things to all men. The necessity for a variety of minis-

ters could be an outgrowth of this situation also.
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Research has focused on the effect of these changes on the

minister. Bennett refers to a survey of ministers in five major

Protestant denominations which identifies the age of the pastor as

being a significant factor in causing tension in the multiple staff

relationship.

Younger ministers are more action-minded, insist on
more individual freedom, express more tension about struc-
tures of church and denomination, and attach less emphasis
to a "divine call" as a motivating factor. . . . the author of
the report anticipates that there will be increasing tensions
between younger and older pastors. (3:5)

It seems that younger ministers or clergymen are more community

oriented than the older clergymen. If they are questioning the

structure and the need for a call perhaps their concept of pastoral

responsibilities will also vary from the older pastor's concept.

A survey on the professional status of Christian education

directors and other pastors serving on a multiple staff tends to con-

firm the above contention. The majority of the respondents were in

the 25-34 age bracket and their biggest problem was that people did

not understand their responsibilities. The age difference between

the pastor and the directors of Christian education tended to produce

tension and conflict in determining a successful church program.

The conclusion was drawn that "discussion needs to be initiated

between directors of Christian education and their own pastors to

determine a criteria for success in the ministry" (111:12).
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The age of the respondents in a study by Bixby reinforces the

concept that a multiple staff may experience difficulties due to the age

difference. The thrust of his study was on job satisfaction and the

causes of discouragement in the ministry. He concluded that the

three most important sources of discouragement for ministers of

education were "(a) conflicts with the senior pastor over ministry

goals or philosophy; (b) poor staff communication . . . and (c) a

senior pastor who is threatened by the person or ministry of the

minister of education" (5:45).

None of these studies concerned specific competencies. The

study referred to by Bennett (3) focused upon age as a source of con-

flict, Wright (111) dealt with professional status, and Bixby's study

(4) emphasized job satisfaction. A search of ERIC descriptors

revealed no research which studied competencies of the pastor or the

minister of education. The above studies crossed denominational

lines and none of them focused upon the clergyman's view of the

competencies necessary to fulfill his professional role. The present

research project thus focuses upon an area not previously explored;

the competencies of two specicific types of clergymen, the pastor and

the minister of education, within two Baptist associations.

Statement of the Problem

The central problem of this study was to identify professional
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competencies which clergymen in Baptist churches feel are necessary

for adequate performance as ministers. The major objectives of the

study were:

1. To construct a professional competency questionnaire for

Baptist clergy.

2. To determine the common professional competencies needed by

the pastor and the minister of education.

3. To determine whether significant differences exist in pro-

fessional competencies between the pastor and the minister of

education.

4. To formulate recommendations to be considered in developing

curriculum content, performance objectives, and educational

strategies for the preparation of clergymen.

Procedures

The lack of any competency questionnaire for clergymen neces-

sitated the preparation of a questionnaire of this type. An initial

form was submitted to a jury panel of experts made up of pastors,

ministers of education, professors from a Bible college and a theologi-

cal seminary, and church members serving on an official board in the

local church. A modified Delphi procedure was utilized to formulate

a final instrument.
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The population for the study was a random sampling of clergy-

men from the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches

(GARB) and the Conservative Baptist Association of America (CBA).

The GARB had a total of 1377 churches and the CBA had a total of 946.

These churches were served by a single pastor or by a multiple staff

of two to seven pastors. The sample included 40 ministers of educa-

tion from each association; 52 pastors from the CBA and 56 from the

GARB for a total of 188. The questionnaire was administered by

mail.

Hypotheses

The basic hypotheses of this study were:

1. There is no significant difference in the ranking of competencies

by clergymen in the two associations.

2. There is no significant difference in the ranking of competencies

by pastors and ministers of education.

3. There is no significant interaction between the ranking of

competencies by pastors, ministers of education, and the two

associations.

Limitations of the Study

Clergy involved in this study were from two Baptist church

association, the CBA and the GARB. The term clergyman or
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minister, when utilized in analyzing the data, will be limited to

Baptist clergymen within these church associations.

The clergy questionnaire formulated for this study makes no

claim to be comprehensive. An attempt was made to include all vital

competencies through the use of the modified Delphi technique. There

may be other competencies which were not included.

The data, and their interpretation, relate only to the CBA and

the GARB as church associations. The application of the data to

other associations with similar doctrinal belief and church polity may

be possible but the direct application to other associations or

denominational groups is not implied.

Rationale for the Study

Religion and education are inevitable companions of
each other; for wherever any religion exists as a living,
vital experience, its adherents wish to guarantee its
perpetuation. (99:11)

The church of the first century provided an educational oppor-

tunity for adults as they were prepared for church membership in

what was known as the Catechumenal School. The person desiring to

become a member of the church was involved in this school for two

or three years.

The church was fundamentally interested in teaching
people how to live as Christians. In times of persecution
such as Christians met in those days, it was not easy to
live a consistent Christian life. The church was compelled
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to be careful in the preparation of those who professed
conversion to Christianity, because of the possibility that
members of the church under stress of persecution might
not stand true. (26:86)

Christians during this time had little interest in the formal education

offered by the Romans and the Greeks. "The moral character of the

educated people of the time was not in harmony with Christian

standards" (26:87). The growth of Christianity brought changes in

attitudes. Educated people were converted to Christianity and

brought into the membership of the church. They brought their ideas

and sought to understand Christianity intellectually. Pagan philoso-

phers also began to inquire and ask questions of the clergy.

By the end of the second century there were in the
church men who thought that pagan literature and philosophy
could be very useful to Christians if objectionable features
were eliminated. Thus there evolved out of catechumenal
schools . . . a new type of Christian school known as the
catechetical. The purpose of these was to equip the clergy
with intellectual training similar to that of learned people of
the day. (26:88)

Eventually a particular church over which a bishop presided became

known as the cathedral and the catechetical school located in his

parish became known as a cathedral school. Regardless of the name

attached to the school it was comparable to the Bible college of today

since the arts and theology were both in their curriculum and their

primary function was to prepare people to minister in the church

(92:201).
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Eavey traces the history of modern education back to the cathe-

dral schools (26:106ff). The present research project is limited to

clergymen in the United States, hence details as to the development of

the church in Europe are not included. The education of children in

the church as it is known today was introduced in 1783 when Robert

Raikes launched the first successful Sunday School in Gloucester,

England (44:35). This was the beginning within the church of educa-

tion for all ages.

"The history of Christian education in America is the history of

the development of general education" (26:189). Generally the first

schools in America were to provide leadership in the community and

this leadership centered in the church. The historian, Ellwood

Cubberley, emphasized this when he explained the purpose of the

founding of the early colleges.

The religious purpose had been dominant in the founding
of each institution, though there was a gradual shading-off
in strict denominational control and insistence upon religious
conformity in the foundations after 1750. Still the prime
purpose in the fouding of each was to train up a learned and
bodly body of ministers, the earlier congregations at least
'dreading to leave an illiterate ministry to the churches when
our present ministers shall lie in dust.' . .Speaking
generally, higher education in the United States before 1870
was provided very largely in the tuitional colleges of the
different religious denominations, rather than by the state.
(22;703-705)

The provision of education by different religious denominations

during the early years of our nation resulted in what Kazamias calls
pluralism.
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A strand in American tradition that had important
ramifications for education had been the existence of
religious and cultural pluralism. There has never been an
established church responsible for education in the English
sense. Although some states did have established churches,
there was generally considerable variation and competition
among religious denominations. The very existence of
religious diversity was a contributing factor in the subse-
quent separation of church and state. (53:76)

Pluralism was encouraged in America by groups like the

Baptists who are generally opposed to church-state relationships. To

understand their position it is necessary to review the two types of

Protestantism which emerged from the Reformation. One type were

those which became state churches, e.g., Lutherans and Anglicans.

Lutheranism became the state church in Germany. England estab-

lished the Anglican church as the state church. The other type of

Protestantism were those who did not accept the baptism of infants

but required baptism after the declaration of faith as an adult. They

felt that Luther was only a half-way reformer. They were persecuted

extensively. "Everywhere the hand of the authorities, Catholic and

Evalgelical, was heavy on the Anabaptist--though most Protestant

territories used banishment rather than the death penalty" (105:369).

This type of individualistic Protestantism was bound to
thrive in an environment where the rights and privileges of
the common man were recognized. All the great concepts
of American democracy -- individual rights, freedom of
conscience, freedom of speech, self-government, and
complete religious liberty--were espoused by these groups.
(26:208)
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When the United States Constitution was written the arguments

for the separation of church and state were sufficiently convincing

that the First Amendment states that "Congress shall make no law

respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free

exercise thereof . . ." (74:279). This was the logical outcome of a

religious pluralism. A second logical outcome was educational

pluralism, or the secularization of the school.

The early national period was characterized by increasing
secularization of public education. The constitutional guaran-
tee of religious freedom led to frequent conflicts over the
religious content of the curriculum, and sectarian growth
and strength were added factors of influence. Under the
leaders,hip of Horace Mann, Massachusetts banned the
Calvinistic religious instruction which had been prominent
in its schools for two centuries. Similar controversies
around the nation contributed to this continuing secularization.
(99:19)

The secularization of the public schools caused the churches to

strengthen their program of education known as the Sunday School.

Additional programs were developed during the nineteenth century.

Horace Bushnell made an attempt to make the family the chief agency

of religious education. The Presbyterian Church established some

parochial schools and the Young Men's Christian Association was

organized to meet the needs of youth. Teacher institutes were begun

during the summer months to train Sunday School teachers, and the

summer daily vacation Bible school was established during the

summer to provide religious education for children (26:309+). The
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clergy thus became involved in an expanded ministry which included

much more than the pulpit or preaching ministry.

This expanded ministry required additional staff and a shared

ministry began to emerge in the twentieth century. Kraft summarizes

this phenomenon when he states:

The office and work of the Christian minister . . . and
the director (or minister) of Christian education had their
origin in vastly different stages of the Christian era. The
work of the minister had its beginning with the first century.
. . . The work of the director of Christian education, as it is
known today and which is not so easily dated, may be said to
have had its origin in the early part of the twentieth century.
(56:14)

The pastor and the minister of education worked side by side in

the local church, each fulfilling a separate function. The pastor did

the preaching and calling while the minister of education did the

teaching and training. Because of the specific ministry of each pastor

his preparation was also specific. The pastor earned a Bachelor of

Divinity whereas the minister of education earned a Master of

Religious Education.

Today the pastor and the minister of education appear to be

functioning as a team rather than as separate individuals. Hayes

discusses this change by stating:

In a shared ministry of the Word, a pastor's ministry
is enriched, not cut off. The presence of a specialist does
not exempt him from exercising his teaching role. Rather
than a competitive allotment of function, there is a mutual
sharing of ministry. (46:12)
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The question could be asked, "If the ministry of the pastors is a

sharing ministry should each receive the same training ?" Luther

Weigle, dean of Yale Divinity School, contended that

The men who are entering the pastoral service and those
who are entering its teaching service should be trained in one
and the same school, and take, in some cases, the same
courses. It will help each to understand and appreciate the
other's work. (72:7)

The specific tasks or competencies necessary for the clergy need to

be identified if their preparation is to be adequate. A standard

should be established if the clergy are to continue to be part of a

recognized profession (3:11). The identification of competencies

which active clergy feel are necessary to fulfill their task would be

the first step in establishing some standard by which to measure the

performance of the clergy. In his recent book, Competent Ministry,

Rouch wrote that competencies should be identified by "someone

doing it" (84:26). When examining the ministry as a profession,

Glasse challenged the institutions preparing ministers that they

"would do better at designing curricula if the clergy made clear to

them the needs of the parish minister" (38:149).

The Bible college movement needs to heed this admonition. A

guidebook published by the American Association of Bible Colleges

refers to competencies and qualities which faculty should possess but

it lacks any specific recommendations as to competencies which

ministerial candidates should possess (70). Feilding emphasizes the
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theological seminary in his book, Education for Ministry, but he also

feels that "criteria of professional competence must be studied by

other professional schools" (32:123). Bible colleges consider them-

selves to be professional schools since their "principal purpose is to

prepare students for church vocation or Christian ministries" (108:

26),

The identification of competencies for clergy can be a starting

point for Bible colleges to examine their curricula. The one element,

identification of competencies needed by pastors and ministers of

education, can be the information necessary to assist the Bible

colleges in beginning the task of upgrading and improving the prepara-

tion of clergy.

Definition of Terms

Often each discipline of study has come to have an agreed upon

meaning for terms used by those who work in that discipline. In order

that terms used throughout this study may be understood within the

context, the following definitions are provided.

Clergyman - a general term designating a person responsible

for religious leadership in a community. The term minister and

clergyman are used interchangeably according to the context. A

clergyman is appointed or ordained by some authorized sector of the

religious community.
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Competency a specific skill or ability to perform a task,

responsibility, or duty directly related to the role of a clergyman or

other professional person. It is not considered to be an ability which

is achieved. Like maturity, it is dynamic and developmental. A

person can achieve a given level of competence and then build toward

the next level.

Congregation the members of a local church. They could

also be called the parishioners.

Factor Analysis statistical method consisting of: (a) the

ordering of respondents according to their response to the competen-

cies, and (b) the ordering of competencies according to the responses

of the study population.

Local Church a congregation of believers in one community.

If one clergyman is responsible for two congregations in separate

communities they would be considered to be two separate local

churches.

Minister of Education a clergyman whose major responsibility

is to lead the education program of a local church. He is generally

accountable to the pastor of the local church.

Multiple Staff indicates that a local church has more than one

clergyman whose main ministry is to the local church.
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Pastor a clergyman whose major responsibility is to lead a

local church. If there exists a multiple staff he would be considered

the "head" pastor- with other clergymen of the multiple staff being

accountable to him.

Chapter Summary

The initial close relationship between the church and society

has been identified in this chapter. As they separated from one

another and changes developed, the ministry and church leadership

changed. It appears that some level of conflict exists between the

pastor and subordinate clergymen in the multiple staff relationship.

This study formulated and administered a competency question-

naire to two groups of clergymen within two Baptist associations.

The need for such a study was established through a brief historical

overview of church/education relationships and the value of estab-

lishing competencies which men should strive to achieve when pre-

paring for the ministry.
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature related to the topic of this study

was conducted in four areas: Historical Concept of the Pastor,

Pastoral Responsibilities, Pastoral Preparation, and Competency

Based Concept of Education.

Historical Concept of the Pastor

A historical overview of the concept of the pastor or clergy in

the church provides an understanding of the population for this study.

The review of the literature includes the Biblical concept of God's

call, how the first century church functioned, changes which developed

within the ministry through the centuries, and how Baptists (specifi-

cally the General Association of Regular Baptists and the Conservative

Baptist Association) came to be a part of the religious scene.

The office of a clergyman or a pastor has always been founded

upon Biblical guidelines. In the Bible, leaders representing God

before the people were "called" to serve. The concept of this call in

the Old Testament was two-fold. God's call to serve came to

individuals like Abraham (Genesis 12:1-9) and Isaiah (Isaiah 6:1-13).

His call also came to the nation of Israel (Exodus 2:1-20 and

Jeremiah 31:31-34).
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The New Testament follows a similar pattern as the Old Testa-

ment but with a distinctively new relationship to God. The New

Testament speaks of ministry as a gift of God through Jesus Christ.

Christ declared "He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall

he do also" (John 14:12). Christ's ministry was summarized by the

professor of church history from Fuller Theological Seminary,

G.W. Bromiley, as a ministry of word, of action, of passion, of

reconciliation and of rule. These ministries were explained thus:

word = preaching and teaching
action = deeds of service for suffering humanity
passion = self-giving love even unto death
reconciliation = atoning for sins of men
rule = exercising lordship in the lives of men to the glory of

God the Father. (12:9-14)

Christ's specific ministry was toward God on behalf of men.

His ministry could be summed up in the term "servant" : "For even

the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and

to give his life as a ransom for many" (Mark 10:45). Men were called

of God to minister in Christ's name. They were to be empowered

by Him as servants, a concept similar to the call of individuals by

God in the Old Testament.

The concept of a group or a nation being called is inherent in

the word "church" as it is used in the New Testament. The Greek

word for church, £K07 , means "called out." The distinctively

new relationship of the individual to God as explained previously also
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applies to the group or the church. This calling is more than just a

corporate calling but each individual member of the church is

"called" (Romans 8:30; I Timothy 6:12; Galatians 1:15, 5:13;

I Thessalonians 2:12, 4:7; II Timothy 1:9; I Corinthians 1:9, 7:15).

Some respond to God's call and become set apart to minister. Knox,

when examining the ministry of the church during the first century,

observed

Certain persons who were giving full time to the
work of the church and who had no other means of
support--perhaps an apostle or one of his associates,
perhaps a local prophet, teacher, administrator, or
other worker--must be sustained. (55:12)

Clergy or a full time person serving the church did not alter

the concept of individual church members being called to serve.

I Corinthians 12 admonishes individual believers to spiritually discern

their individual gifts of ministry. Two passages (I Corinthians 12

and Romans 12) itemize various gifts which individual members of a

church are to exercise. Relating the gift to the call could be con-

fusing. Kenneth Gangel, president of Miami Christian College, pro-

vided an apt distinction by identifying the gift as describing "the what

of ministry" and the call designating "the where of ministry" (35:40).

The New Testament provides direct instruction as to the

relationship which should exist between a gifted person called to

serve as the leader of a church and the gifted person called to serve
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as a part of the church. It is stressed that leaders are to equip

others for ministry.

It was he (Christ) who gave some to be apostles, some
to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and some to be
pastors and teachers, to prepare God's people for works of
service, so that the body of Christ may be built up until we
all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son
of God and become mature, attaining the full measure of
perfection found in Christ. (Ephesians 4:11-13, New
International Version)

The New Testament does not present a fully organized church

with ecclesiastical offices but it does imply that leaders were in

some sense, official. The bishops and deacons in the first century

church were appointed to serve (Acts 6) and were recognized as

leaders by the congregation (Acts 15).

By the middle of the third century definite changes were taking

place in the church. The ministry was being divided into bishops,

presbyters, and deacons as ecclesiastical orders. This trend

evolved into an institutional Christianity which tended to direct the

flow of the grace of God to believers through the ordained clergy who

served as a special channel by dispensing the sacraments of the

church. The ultimate outcome of this trend was the Roman Catholic

Church which exalted the clergy, who became priests. The ministry

of the medieval church thus became the prerogative of the hierarchi-

cal priesthood (90:146).
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The distinction between clergy and laity thus began to develop.

There were two postures at communion. The priest
stood; the people kneeled. And there came to be two posi-
tions. The priest at the altar; the people before the altar
rail. Only the priest partook of both elements. From the
laity the wine came to be withheld. But nothing did so much
to set the clergy apart from the body of the faithful as did
the imposition of celibacy. . . . Coincidently a device was
introduced to demark the clergy as a special class by impos-
ing upon them a distinctive dress which would serve both
to enhance their prestige and to guard their morals by setting
them apart. (2:91)

The laity became subordinate to the priest. Even the civil rulers

were required to be in subjection to the religious authorities. Rome

became the center of power. "The lord pope was more effectively the

head of society than was any civil ruler" (2:92). The pope did not use

force or arms but "admonition and the spiritual weapon of excom-

munication, carrying with it the exclusion from blessedness in the life

eternal" (2:92).

This priestly authority included specific activities involving the

lay person as a subordinate. Examples of these activities include:

hearing confession, absolving penitents, and administering the

sacraments of the church. The sacraments included baptism, con-

firmation, penance, the Lord's supper or mass, extreme unction,

ordination, and matrimony. The office of bishop was considered to

be in apostolic succession, Peter being the first of the bishops

(90:146).
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This development of the priesthood continued and "by the thir-

:eenth century the New Testament concept of ministers (bishops)

nerving in autonomous local churches, equal with other bishops

werywhere, had disappeared" (90:146). The ultimate aim of the

Roman bishop was universal rule, both ecclesiastical and secular.

\n Italian Augustinian monk, Augustinus Triumphus, wrote Summa de

)otestate ecclesiastica about 1322. In it he held

. . . that all princes rule as subject to the Pope, who
can remove them at pleasure. No civil law is binding if
disapproved by him. The Pope can be judged by none; nor
can one even appeal from the Pope to God, 'since the decision
and court of God and the Pope are one'. (105:295)

Bainton, in "The Ministry in the Middle Ages, " cites this

.uthoritarianism and all of the abuses which accompanied it as the

rritation which eventually resulted in the Protestant Reformation.

During the Protestant Reformation the great reformers

ttacked the sacramental (sacredness of certain rites or objects) and

acerdotal (special powers of priesthood) system of the Roman church.

'hey placed a renewed emphasis upon the entire congregation as the

eople of God. The Reformers believed Christ was the only head of

,a church and his call to minister belonged to the entire church.

he Word of God was to be the source of the church's authority.

ruther spoke of three great abuses: God's Holy Word was not pro-

Laimed; God's Word had been suppressed and the reading of it had
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been neglected; and the service of God was being undertaken as good

works by which one hoped to obtain God's grace and salvation (80:111).

Certain groups within the Protestant Reformation were known as

the Radical Reformers due to their strong opposition to the hierarchi-

cal concept of ministry. One of these groups was the Anabaptists.

The Baptist historian, Robert G. Torbet, relates their position.

While the germ of the principle of religious liberty lay
dormant in Luther's teaching concerning the right of private
interpretation of the Bible, he lacked the courage to permit
such freedom lest it destroy his state church. It was left,
therefore, to Anabaptists and Baptists to maintain con-
sistently, and at times to defend with their lives, the right
of individuals and groups to worship God in their own way
and to believe in God or to disbelieve in Him. (101:33)

The many and varied religious groups spawned by the Protestant

Reformation cannot be presented in an adequate manner within the

limits of this review. However, Professor of American Church

History, Sidney E. Mead, provides the transition from the Reforma-

tion to the founding of the two major Baptist denominations in the

United States.

Throughout the long, hard process of institutional
adaption to the exigencies of a new world during which tra-
ditional churches and sects were metamorphosed into denom-
inations and a kind of congregationalism came to prevail in
every group as lay influence burgeoned, the spiritual and
ideological apprehension of the faith itself was being
transformed from one primarily ritualistic and sacerdotal
to one primarily evangelical--a change that greatly affected
the whole conception of the ministry.

It is extremely difficult to trace this change and give it
historical structure amidst all the diversity and contending
claims of the American denominations, since what happened
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was due more to a subtle change of emphasis than to the
introduction of new elements. It was merely that something
which had always been represented in Christianity by a
minority voice gained the dominant voice in America by
around 1850. (67:219)

The Baptist groups which emerged during this time were

evangelistic and missionary minded. Prior to the formation of any

association by the churches themselves there existed mission socie-

ties. The New York Missionary Society was formed in 1796 to con-

vert the Indians. This society was interdenominational but the various

denominations soon launched their own mission societies. The first

Baptist home mission society was the Massachusetts Domestic

Missionary Society in 1802. Other societies followed with the first

Baptist foreign missionary society being formed in 1814 (101:263-267).

The issue of slavery left its impact upon the Baptist mission

societies.

Despite all efforts for appeasement, the tension within
the denomination finally reached the breaking point. . . .
The American Baptist Home Missionary Society decided, at
a meeting in April, 1845, that it would be more expedient if
its members should thereafter carry on their work in separate
organizations in the South and in the North. . . Three
hundred and twenty-eight delegates from the churches of the
South met at Augusta, Georgia, to organize the Southern
Baptist Convention. It proved to be a new type of Baptist
organization, being a firmly centralized denominational body
functioning through various boards. (101:309)

During the next 50 years the American Baptist Home Missionary

Society continued to cooperate with the Southern Baptist Convention as

much as possible without any organic connection but the decision was
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finally reached that there should be two separate organizations and

the Northern Baptist Convention was formed in 1907 (101:404).

Changes also took place in the ministry during this time. An

essay by Robert S. Michaelsen, Dean, School of Religion, Iowa

University provides some insight into the various types of ministries

which emerged. The culture-accommodating ministry was charac-

terized by its tendency "to identify the gospel or the Kingdom of God

with a culture or with a movement or cause in this world" (69:255).

Those who identified with the slavery issue would fall into this cate-

gory. The evangelical ministry was identified by the itinerant

evangelist; the "simple, unassuming, 'unadorned' man of God, standing

with Bible in hand and expounding the gospel of salvation in and

through Jesus Christ" (69:256). Dwight L. Moody would be placed in

this category. A third category, one which would affect the Northern

Baptist Convention, was the liberal ministry. The liberal was open to

new discoveries of truth, e,g., theory of evolution, and was willing to

adjust his belief and practices to them. "He was not a Biblical

literalist. The Bible remained a source of authority but authority was

also found in the discoveries of the scientist and the insights of the

poet" (69:258). A fourth category, the fundamentalist ministry, was

close to the opposite of the liberal.

Fundamentalism has been characterized by (1) vigorous
resistance to developments in the world of science that
appeared to contradict the Biblical text; (2) Biblical literalism;



(3) individualism; (4) moralism; and (5) insistence on belief
in certain 'fundamentals' such as the inerrancy of the
Scriptures, the virgin birth of Jesus Christ, and his second
coming. (69:259)
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Michaelsen develops other concepts of the ministry but these

provide sufficient background to introduce the emergence of the

specific Baptist associations of this study.

The General Association of Regular Baptists and the Conserva-

tive Baptist Association separated themselves from the Northern

Baptist Convention because of a desire to support fundamentalist

missionaries. The birth of these associations and support for the

above statement are well documented in a recent book based on a

thesis presented to Dallas Theological Seminary.

To understand the GARBC as it appeared in 1933, it is
necessary to understand first the situation in the Northern
Baptist Convention. . , The Northern Baptist Convention
(NBC) was formed under liberal auspices in 1908. Struc-
turally, it was geared for efficiency along the lines of
American big business. . . The Baptist churches which
supported the mission societies and the publishing society
found that the societies merged their separate boards in the
name of efficiency in 1908. At the close of World War I, the
churches in the NBC which were largely fundamentalist, were
shaken awake by a proposal that the NBC churches raise a
hundred million dollars in the next five years to be used for
world relief, The funds were to be disbursed through the
interchurch movement of the Federal Council of Churches of
which the NBC was a part. (75:8)

A controversy ensued since the fundamentalist felt that the liberals

(called Modernists) were controlling the convention and also support-

ing missionaries who did not believe in the fundamentals of faith.
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One of the major factors in the Modernist-Fundamentalist
controversy had to do with the use of fundamentalist money
to support modernist missionaries. . . One of the main
motivat' )ns of the GARBC when formed in 1932 was to pro-
vide a sound missionary outreach for its churches and to
satisfy them that the money invested in missions would be
used by Baptist fundamentalists. . . The GARBC was
by no means the only fundamentalist and separatist move-
ment to move away from such elements in American
Christendom during the Modernist-Fundamentalist contro-
versy; Baptist groups left the Southern Baptist Convention
as well as the NBC; and Canadian fundamentalist groups
arose also. . .. The other Baptist group whose relationship
with the GARBC should be noted is the Conservative Baptist
movement. By 1943, . . they realized that their missionary
money was being dissipated by the liberal American Baptist
Foreign Mission Society. To avoid this, a new missionary
society called the Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission
Society (CBFMS) was begun in 1943. . . Steps were taken
by the GARBC to open communications with them (CBFMS)
and to encourage them in a separatist position. . . The
Conservative men went on to develop fully their own group,
separate from GARBC. This has been known as the Con-
servative Baptist Association of America (CBA) since 1948.
The basic difference between the groups is neither doctrinal
nor historical, but concerns the affiliation of the member
churches in organizations that permit membership to liberals.
(75:21-29)

This review of the literature has introduced the Biblical concept

of the pastor and the changes which have transpired during the last

1950 years. The two Baptist associations from which the pastors

were selected for the population of this study generally consider

themselves to be fundamentalists as identified by Michaelsen (69)

and also consider themselves to be following the Biblical pattern for

ministry.
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Pastoral Responsibilities

Pastoral responsibilities will be reviewed in relation to three

concepts: the Biblical, the traditional, and the contemporary.

Biblical Concept

The term "elder" in the New Testament designated the leader of

the church. Other terms were variously used to designate this same

person. He is called "pastor" in Ephesians 4 :11; "leader or ruler"

in Hebrews 13:7 and I Thessalonians 5:12; "elder" in a number of

passages, e.g., Acts 11:30, 15:2, 16:4, 21:8 all refer to the elders

of the church at Jerusalem. The Ephesian church elders are specifi-

cally referred to in Acts 20:17 and in Philippians 1:1 refers to the

elders of the church at Philippi.

No specific responsibilities were assigned to the elders although

general responsibilities are presented in I Timothy 5:17. "The

elders who direct the affairs of the church well are worthy of double

honor, especially those whose work is preaching and teaching" (New

International Version). The statement "direct the affairs of the

church" implies that inherent responsibilities exist for the office.

A list of personal characteristics which an elder should possess

is given in I Timothy 4:1-7. Elders were part of the decision making
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process in Acts 15:1-6. They also were to exercise spiritual leader-

ship according to James 1:14.

The Bible is not explicit in assigning responsibilities. Gifts

were given to men and the gifts of administration referred to in

I Corinthians 12:28 would appear to be necessary to be an effective

elder. The word used to describe this gift is Kuvpv," It is the

noun form of XL) pow which means "to steer a ship." The emphasis

is on the idea of a helmsman as the word is used in Acts 27:11.

The helmsman is not to be thought of just as a man who
obeyed orders and kept his hands on the wheel. He is
rather, the responsible decision-maker on the ship. He has
complete charge of the vessel's activity, in behalf of the
owner. (35:20)

The pastor as a helmsman provides a concept which is Biblical. The

specific responsibilities would fluctuate according to the local church

even as the helmsman makes decisions relative to the individual

situation when steering a ship.

Traditional Concept

The traditional concept of pastoral responsibilities does not

always follow the Biblical pattern. Priority appears to have been

given to personal characteristics of the man.

From every quarter--seminaries, college and seminary
teachers, laymen, ministersthe fundamental importance of
a deep and living faith, a profound religious conviction, a
transparent sensitivity to 'things not seen, ' an evident aware-
ness of the presence of God, is considered to be a sine qua non
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of the effective minister. If one divests the term of its usual
sentimental and moralistic connotations, the general con-
sensus is that a minister, whatever his other limitations,
should be a man piety. (9:29)

After an extensive survey Mayor concluded

. . . that the functions most stressed are the most personal
ones . . . many respondents would have agreed With the
one who said specifically that the only absolute essentials
are faith, a sound moral character, and sympathy for others.
(65:19, 20)

The literature is replete with this viewpoint. Blackwood (6),

Dobbins (24), Pleume (81), Sanders (85), Shoemaker (93), and

Stewart (97) are examples of writings which tend to emphasize the

person more than his specific responsibilities.

Contemporary Concept

The contemporary concept of pastoral responsibilities appears

to be congruent with the educational scene and the integration of

disciplines. Religious leaders are beginning to utilize findings from

other disciplines of study.

The widespread critical assessment of the purpose of
the church and its ministry now going on outside the seminaries
should be a source of the greatest encouragement within them.
Schools looking seriously for criteria of professional com-
petence are finding an increasingly free atmosphere for
discussion. (32:123)

The free atmosphere for discussion includes research findings

from other disciplines being applied to the church and to the responsi-

bilities of the pastor. James Glasse, a professor of practical
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theology, challenges the minister to view himself as a professional.

The main focus of his book is the occupational identity of the minister

in contemporary society. In the development of his thesis he draws

from Erik Erickson's concept of "identity crises" and sociological

sources from which he draws specific parallels which emphasize the

contemporary approach.

My purpose is to provide a broader base for theological
reflection and to shift the focus of theological concern from
ecclesiology (playing religious games in the church) to
vocation (working in the world); from status (privilege) to
function (responsibility); from ordination (what it means to
wear your collar backward) to occupation (what it means to
do a day's work as a servant of God); from calling (how you
get into the occupation) to competence (how to achieve
excellence). (38:8)

A research project conducted by Samuel W. Blizzard involving

over 1000 ministers in 22 denominations attempted to determine the

criteria for effectiveness and success of a minister. His conclusions

were:

For effectiveness, the three top ratings are: character,
an outgoing personality, and skill as a pastor-counselor.
For success, general ability in the practitioner roles, coopera-
tion in denominational programs, and an outgoing personality
are rated first, second, and third respectively. The dominant
criteria appear to have been secular rather than theological
overtones. (7:32)

Blizzard's research was completed approximately 20 years ago but it

appears that the criteria are becoming increasingly secular.

Charles Stewart agrees that secular sources are being utilized

in examining and in proving the work of the clergy (97:157). Stewart's
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own conclusions regarding career development as a minister are

based on sociological and psychological underpinnings (97:21-41).

The main thrust of Ronald Osborn's work, In Christ's Place:

Christian Ministry in Today's World, is Biblical but he makes a

strong case for integrating current literature of the behavioral

sciences as the clergy examine their roles in today's society (78:8).

The educational concept of "lifelong learning" is the foundation

for a competent ministry according to Mark Rouch. As a director of

continuing education with the United Methodist Church he has com-

bined career education principles with a theological background and

produced a guide for the clergyman to become more competent (84).

Recognizing the specific value of good leaders, Kenneth Gangel

focused upon human relations in the church and its affiliate organiza-

tions. His purpose was to "draw principles from both secular

research and Biblical text, in an effort to blend the two into a

Christian philosophy of collective service and ministry" (35:8). He

very succinctly presents the issue as it relates to competence by

answering two questions:

Is it possible, then, to be both spiritual and competent?
Can the Christian leader be biblical as well as in line with the
contemporary thinking of administrative science? Is is my
contention that he can and that administrative science has, in
fact, spent millions of dollars to discover that the biblical
pattern of balance between a concern for the individual and the
necessity of promoting the goals and productivity of the
organization is essentially the best approach to leadership.
(35:134)
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Leadership is becoming specialized and the contemporary

church has adapted to this specialization by placing clergy in the

multiple staff relationship.

The multiple staff in the local church is in keeping with
our age of specialization. Specialization is compatible with
the Christian calling so long as it relates to the primary
vocation, the communication of the gospel, Role
descriptions aid in distributing the work load and in sustaining
compatibility in a shared ministry. (90:152)

Bixby drew the conclusion that an understanding and sharing between

members of a staff was of extreme importance to being satisfied in

their position on a multiple staff (4).

An apt summary of the contemporary multiple staff ministry and

its responsibility was presented by Bennett.

Because these varieties of ministry exist, many
persons find it more difficult to determine the exact roles in
which they should fulfill their calling. When the option was
limited to the pastorate no major problem existed. Later
when roles were added in education, music, and missions,
the problem became more complicated but not impossible.
. . . The one thing in common to all these positions is that the
persons who function do so as Christian ministers. The tasks
may not be the same. The skills required may vary. The
immediate end may differ. But ultimately, goals are similar
and God's purpose is to be served. (3:12)

The Biblical concept places the clergyman in the role of a

helmsman or one responsible for direction and decision making. The

traditional clergyman is one who is a good moral person with a

sympathetic heart and displaying his faith in God. The contemporary

clergyman has become more specialized, somewhat integrated into the
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community, and is applying principles from other disciplines to his

responsibilities. The recent emphasis upon competencies in the field

of education provided the base for the current project. This section

on pastoral responsibilities will be concluded by reviewing the litera-

ture as it relates to pastoral competencies.

Pastoral Competencies

Literature relative to specific competencies necessary for

either the pastor or the minister of education was limited. A small

book written by Albert Palmer over 25 years ago provided a list of

68 categories for self-analysis by a pastor. The 68 categories were

divided into five main divisions: physique and personal appearance;

mental and tempermental; social qualities; religious life; and financial

relations (79:80-89). If these categories were rewritten today they

would be called competencies. Rouch summarizes his concept of

necessary competencies for clergy into four basic categories: 1) the

ability to function freely and fully as a person; 2) knowledge; 3) skills;

and 4) imagination (84:43-45). These are very general but his view of

competence is also general--"the expression of a life-style" (84:41).

The Academy of Parish Clergy has developed some compe-

tencies which relate to the clergy. They have been clustered in five

areas which are then sub-divided as follows:
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1. Competence in relating effectively to congregations in
their particular social, economic, political and cultural
context demands situational skills that do not necessarily
transfer from one context to another:
a. communicating, e.g., preaching and writing.
b. interpreting the religious heritages to contemporary

life.
c. interpreting life issues in terms of both inherited and

emerging religious symbols.
d. understanding and providing for the social, recrea-

tional and amusement life of the congregation.
e. helping the congregation to effect change in its

community.

2. Competence in the management of religious organizations
requires the following skills:
a. effective participation in and leadership of groups.
b. assistance to a religious organization in identifying

and achieving its goals.
c. recruitment of persons for the organization and for

jobs within the organization.
d. management functions, e.g., planning, organizing,

directing and evaluating.
e. supervision within the voluntary organization.
f sociological and political analysis of the congregation

and the communities to which it is related.
g. creative handling of conflict.
h. money and property management.

3. Competence in helping individuals to acquire maturity,
health and strength requires these skills:
a. teaching.
b. leading people in their personal spiritual lives.
c. counseling and referrals.
d. responding effectively to people's expectations of his

role.

4. Competence in developing his own personal resources
involves the following skills:
a. using the case study method, e.g., action-reflection.
b. developing the inner-life, e.g., prayer and meditation.
c. confronting his own beliefs, convictions and doubts

in the light of the heritage.
d. identifying a need for professional assistance and mak-

ing use of consultative services.
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e. dealing with his own expectations of himself.

5. Competence in developing and leading public worship
necessitates the use of nearly all the skills identified in
the other four areas. (1:106, 107)

The approach of the present research project, that of sub-

mitting a questionnaire to clergy on the field for the purpose of

identifying clusters of competencies, was validated when Schuller

et al. conducted their review and it "showed that criteria for effective

practice should be derived by analyzing the responsibilities and

duties of the professionals in question" (88:53).

Clergy Preparation

When literature relative to pastoral responsibilities was

reviewed there was some discussion of the pastor or clergyman as a

professional versus a clergyman who was called. It seems quite

appropriate to examine these topics before reviewing the literature

relative to clergy preparation.

Rouch has been one to argue in favor of the "professional"

image of the pastor. "One value in thinking of the minister or other

paid church leader as a professional is that the professional's

learning is for the sake of competent practice" (84:31). He assumed

that the minister was a professional. He clarifies himself after

making the above statement by acknowledging the negative attitude

toward professionalism:
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I would not do battle for a term. If clinging to "pro-
fessional" will prevent our acting effectively and responsibly
in our vocation we should abandon it, But I feel relatively
sure that if we said--all of us--tomorrow that we were not
professional, the abuses would still be there. When, on the
other hand, we understand the long and respectable history
of the professions in our culture, the term can remind us
that practice uninformed by the right kind of learning is
irresponsible and that the purpose of learning is to help pro-
duce the competence that will make possible a servant
profession. (84:32)

The distinctiveness of the ministry from other professions is

emphasized by Thomas Mullen as he viewed the ministry proper and

by Gustafson as he viewed the ministry from the educator's point of

view. Mullen speaks of the pastor and the congregational relation-

ship,

The minister who regards the ministry 'like any other
profession' is leaving himself wide open for a distortion of
his proper role. He finds himself faced with the subtle but
real temptation to 'work his way up' when he should, instead,
be asking himself how he can serve God and man best in the
community where he is at that moment. The call to service
in another field is not the same as a call to a better deal.
(71:17)

The distinction made by Gustafson relates more to the minis-

ter's relationship to his own self.

While the physician or business man is of considerable
importance in his effectiveness in his profession, the rela-
tions between professional competence and sense of integrity
is not quite the same in these professions as it is in the
ministry. It is probably true that maturity and wisdom are
major assets in any profession, and that imagination and
insight mark the exceptional from the ordinary practitioner
in all of them. But in the ministry what a man believes and
trusts in as the basis of his own personal coherence and
integrity is also part of his public and professional selfhood.
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. . .Most other professions can make a greater distinction
between professional competence and the basic self-
understanding of the person than can the ministry. (43:245)

The person with a basic self-understanding of himself should be

capable of blending the images of profession and calling. Bennet

brings this to the surface by emphasizing that if a person has a

genuine calling, then his sense of divine mission should motivate him

to perform his tasks with as much expertise as he can acquire.

Bennett's concept of professional is related to careful preparation,

training, and competence.

The concern is not primarily for greater status, although
greater status will have been earned and likely will be
granted to the well prepared, competent minister. . . One
needs to consider the nature of the gifts God has given him,
the abilities, skills, and interests he possesses, and deter-
mine if God is calling him to dedicate these in holy service
as a minister. (3:11)

Baptists are singled out by Bennett as "those who have encouraged

the practice of calling out the called" (3:11). This concept is

reinforced by Torbet when he discusses the Baptist position as to the

priesthood of the believer. This principle espouses "individual

competency under God in all matters of religion . . and competency

of a regenerate believer to interpret Scriptures rightly under the

guidance of the Holy Spirit" (101:24). When the situation arose where

the work of the minister became inadequate to meet the demands, the

local church began to pay the one "called out" so he could devote full

time to the ministry. A survey of theological education in the
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Northern Baptist Convention by Hartshorne and Froyd explained the

development of this change.

It was at this point in the development of their practice
that the Baptists had to reckon with the ministry as pro-
fession. The ministry as a calling was basic to the group.
But the ministry as profession was generally resisted until
the force of circumstances made it a fact. It was found more
and more that for the minister adequately to discharge the
responsibilities of his increasingly difficult role, he must
be equipped with a body of knowledge and skills peculiarly
related to his task. . . . This says, in effect, that the
ministry as calling is best enhanced when it is conceived
also as profession.

Baptists have come pretty generally to accept the dual
nature of the ministry, as calling and as profession. And
yet the two stand in perpetual tension. . . . The common
life is the alembic in which both are to be tested. So long
as this is their focus, profession becomes a vital instrument
for the realization of the true meaning of calling in all of
human relationships. The keeping of the two together has been
a constant struggle of the Christian movement. (45:30-32)

Carr-Saunders and Wilson's classic of 1933, The Professions,

identifies the traditional professions with the church.

Education was so closely bound up with ecclesiastical
functions that the priest and the teacher were distinguished
with difficulty. Lawyers, physicians, and civil servants were
members of the ecclesiastical order who had assumed
special functions. . . . Entry to the professions was by way
of the Church; maintenance and promotion within the pro-
fession was also by way of ecclesiastical preferment. (38:33)

Education was closely bound up with ecclesiastical functions and yet

the literature on clergy education is scant. Church history books

tend to ignore this area. The only volume in Neander's six volume

set, General History of the Christian Religion and Church, which

devotes more than one page at a time to clergy education is volume II
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where five pages are devoted to the development of monastaries and

their influence upon young men aspiring to become priests (73:183-

188).

Theological education for clergy as it is known today had its

effective beginnings in the nineteenth century. This contention

evolved from a study financed by the Carnegie Corporation. It is

based on the view that the major denominations which are influential

in the twentieth century had their origins in the revivals of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and have been deeply influenced

by the experimental religion of the revival period.

Religiously this Middle Period is marked by the rise of
those denominations which had their roots in the revival, by
the development of an experimental and highly practical
theology, by the increased participation of the churches in
the democratic movement and the increased participation of
the democratic masses in the life of the churches. (55:2)

The interaction between education and clergy preparation during

this time was explained by Kelly in the original study of theological

education. He starts with the founding of Harvard College in 1636

and explains:

The motive for founding this first institution of higher
learning in America was, it appears, primarily to provide
for the churches a ministry with a liberal education.
Naturally, students other than those preparing for the
ministry attended; but all were required to take the same
course of study, which was constructed along liberal lines
for a definitely vocational purpose. . . . In the latter part
of the eighteenth century the requirement of divinity subjects
from all students in Harvard College was modified and finally
withdrawn. (54:24)
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Education during this period and what was happening in the

church could be summarized into four factors:

1. The practical Christianity coming out of the revivals had little

interest in theology as a direct expression of human faith in

God and love of neighbor. These were emotional aspects of

their faith and theology was unimportant.

2. The foremost conditions to become a minister were a spiritual

call and the experience of a personal conversion.

3. The churches were interested in education but it was general

Christian education rather than theological education.

4. The training of ministers--what special preparation they

receivedwas in practical work rather than the theological

disciplines (55:4).

As theology courses declined in the colleges it became necessary

for the prospective minister to continue his education, thus were born

the graduate theological seminaries. Many of these were begun in the

first half of the nineteenth century (54:24). The curricular emphasis

was upon exegetical theology with some practical theology. Generally

the theological seminaries followed the educational trends of the day

and eventually moved away from the basic factors presented by Knox

(55). Witmer described this process:

The drift from evangelicalism to rationalism to secularism
that has characterized Protestant higher education began
almost from its inception. When Harvard was suspected of
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Uniterian and rationalistic views, Yale was founded 'to be a
truer school of the prophets.' When the Great Awakening
shaped new churches desiring an evangelically trained
ministry, both Harvard and Yale became suspect, and so
Princeton was founded. (108:30)

The process of starting new colleges or seminaries could also

be related to the modernist/fundamentalist controversy referred to

under the pastoral responsibilities section. Chester Tulga, when

writing the history of the controversy between the fundamentalists

and the modernists in the Northern Baptist Convention explains the

fundamentalists' view of what happened.

The modernists had captured most of the colleges and
seminaries and attained a large influence in others. The
new interest in social reform and world reconstruction had
taken on the terminology of the Gospel. Modernists, who had
been hostile to missions as carried on by the orthodox, now
became enthusiastic about the foreign missionary enterprise.
The Great Commission was being interpreted in social terms,
the old evangelical words were being invested with liberal
meanings, the new missionary candidates were coming from
liberal schools. (103:9)

This trend had been developing for some time. Those who were

concerned about the fundamental presentation of the Gospel were

reacting to secularism, humanism, and the lack of Biblical authority

by starting what came to be known as Bible institutes and Bible

colleges.

It was during the past three-quarters of a century (1885-
1960) of profound changes in American education that Bible
institutes and Bible colleges had their origin and their
development. They represent a pietistic reaction to secularism,
a theistic reaction to humanism and agnosticism, a resurgence
of spiritual dynamic in Protestantism, a restoration of Biblical
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authority and direction in education, and a return to the central
concern of Christian Education--the implementation of
Christ's Great Commission: 'Go ye into all the world . i
(108:30)

When the first survey of theological education was conducted in

1924 (54), there was no standard by which to identify theological

institutions as undergraduate or graduate institutions. Two associa-

tions have since developed which now distinguish graduate schools of

theology and undergraduate Bible colleges. The American Associa-

tion of Theological Schools came into existence in 1936 (106:211) and

The American Association of Bible Colleges began in 1947 (108:45).

The basic purpose of each is to improve the preparation of clergy.

The present project relates directly to the Bible college, but

indirectly to the Theological seminary. Both the Bible college and

the Theological seminary have been concerned about "field work, "

performance on the field or practical theology (32:176f; 108:137f). A

transition from exegetical theology being the primary thrust of the

curriculum to practical theology being the primary thrust took place

between 1870 and 1921 (54:69). By 1957 they seem to have achieved

somewhat of a balance (55:22).

CBTE should be an appropriate area to relate to pastoral

ministry if Lynn's advice is followed. "In the future, theological

educators and those engaged in teacher education might look at one

another and possibly begin to engage in the kind of conversation that

can illumine our common problem" (62:104).
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Concept of Competency Based Teacher Education

The whole way to thinking about Christian education
needs to change radically. If the thinking does change, this
will mean a radical change in the way professional leaders
are trained in a church related school. (19:123)

This attitude is valid but will a "radical" change be necessary?

Perhaps this question will be better answered after the literature

relative to the current concept of competency is reviewed.

The review of the literature relative to the concept of compe-

tency was divided as follows: the origin of the concept; distinctions

between performance based teacher education (PBTE) and competency

based teacher education (CBTE); conflicts in CBTE; and the criterion

problem in CBTE.

Origins of Competency Based Teacher Education

Human life, however varied, consists in the performance
of specific activities. Education that prepares for life is one
that prepares definitely and adequately for these specific
activities. . . . Education is established upon the presump-
tion that human activities exist upon different levels of
quality or efficiency; that performance of low character is
not good; that it can be eliminated through training; and that
only the best or at least the best attainable is good enough.
(8:42, 48)

Bobbitt thus provided what could be considered the beginnings of

performance based education. He proceeded to develop a step-by-

step plan for arriving at objectives in education. The same year

(1918) the Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Education
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published the Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education (104). The

seven principles or objectives were formulated after analyzing the

activities of the individual citizen. The commission felt education

was for the purpose of preparing the individual to perform as a

member of democracy. In this sense they could be considered

performance based objectives. The Cardinal Principles and Bobbitt's

book dealt with objectives related to the student.

The first proposal relating to performance of the teacher was

made by Charters (18). Following a procedure similar to Bobbitt's a

list of 139 teacher duties or activities to perform was compiled.

These performance activities were then divided into categories

related to the college curriculum; courses for inexperienced under-

graduates, practical courses, and liberalizing courses.

The emphasis upon performance or behavior continued to develop

and what is known today as competency based teacher education

emerged in 1968 with the funding of the Elementary Teacher Education

Models Project by the United States Office of Education (50:8; 77:19;

31:680). Programs in this project had to be based on behavioral

statements about outcomes and show how these outcomes (compe-

tencies) were derived from an assessment of the actual teaching

situation. Those being observed were judged on the basis of their

performance.
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Some of the forces behind Performance Based Teacher Educa-

tion (PBTE) include the behavioral objectives movement and behavior-

istic psychology; the emphasis upon accountability; the need to

modernize the certification system; and legislation and funding when

a teacher surplus was on the horizon (52:157; 100:267). Elam

attributes "general societal conditions and the institutional responses

to them during the Sixties" (28:2) to be the roots of PBTE while

acknowledging the forces mentioned previously. It appears that the

major impetus has been from the teacher's colleges and the state

boards of education (29:2). The American Association of Colleges for

Teacher Education (AACTE) established the Committee on

Performance-Based Teacher Education and Elam's (28) report was

the first of a series published by AACTE on PBTE. Committee

reports have been funded through the United States Office of Education.

Distinctions between PBTE and CBTE

There appears to be some disagreement as to the terminology

to be utilized; some prefer the term "performance-based" while

others use "competency-based" in describing the movement. The

AACTE committee opted to use performance-based in the belief that

the adjective itself was relatively unimportant if there was consensus

on what elements were essential (28:6). Writing in the January, 1974
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issue of Phi Delta Kappan, Rosner and Kay highlight this problem:

That competency-based education has come to mean so
many thi_igs to so many people is probably the single most
serious issue confronting the competency-based movement
at present. (83:291)

Houston feels that the proponents of PBTE and CBTE both are

referring to the same thing with a slightly different emphasis.

PBTE emphasizing objectives while CBTE emphasizes criteria

(49:26). When Houston addressed this problem at a later conference

he stressed that performance can be measured but competence must

be evaluated. A competent person could feasibly have a bad per-

formance on a given day. He introduced the concept of the pro-

fessional and how a professional seldom attains his goals because

they change and evolve as he develops (48). Lindsey agreed by

stating his preference for the term competency because the teacher,

as a professional, has the responsibility for rational decision making

and planning teaching situations (58:181). Schmieder (87) supports

this distinction in his CBTE: The State of the Scene.

The problem of drawing specific distinctions between the terms

appears to be a continuing issue. At the National Conference on

Competency Assessment, Research, and Evaluation the point was made

that

. . .we need to know how different kinds of teaching per-
formances cluster--we know practically nothing at all about
the structure of teaching performances. . . . Most
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descriptions of competence are lists of behavioral acts.
Interdependencies among them are made logically. But if
such specific acts tend to occur together in groups, and if
these clusters have demonstrable relations to changes in
students, then these clusters are probably the basic units
of teaching performances.

Then the question is, what is competence? Is it the
performance embraced in such factors, or is it the basic
descriptors that are spelled out specifically and that an
observer may check as present or absent in a teaching epi-
sode? We really do not know, but some evidence suggests
that perhaps it is these clusters and not the most miniscule
aspects of the total performance that produce learning effects.
(20:17)

Merrow expressed it more bluntly, "Just what is competence in

teaching, and what are the identifying marks of a competent teacher?

Right now the answer to both questions is nobody knows" (68:4).

The whole problem of performance or competence reinforces

the idea that competence is partially the expression of a life style

(84:41). Life style is more than just performing. It could be com-

pared to maturity since it should be dynamic and developmental, a

continuous process of growth. "We do not achieve competence,

package it and possess it for the rest of our lives" (84:46).

This viewpoint was also expressed in the literature relative to

clergy as professionals. Rouch (84) and Glasse (38) drew the

distinction that an ongoing growth process was inherent in being

competent as a professional. Wochner succinctly delineates the

relationship:

Competency infers the capacity to perform a specific
administrative task at a satisfactory level of performance.
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It implies that the individual possesses an ability, a skill,
a talent, knowledge, and understanding which is necessary
to achieve satisfactory performance. (109:1)

Conflicts in Competency Based Teacher Education

The definition of terms in the CBTE movement could very well

be called a major difficulty of the movement but other conflicts and

criticisms were also encountered in the literature.

William H. Drummond, in an editorial for Education Leader-

ship, highlighted the application of systems technology to teacher

education as one of the key issues (25:291). Systems technology

generally has influenced CBTE by reducing teaching to a set of tasks

according to the critics. Flanders calls them a "repertoire of

skills" (33:315). Merrow compares training in specific behaviors to

becoming robots (68:19). Rosenshine questions whether students will

benefit just because a teacher has a specific set of skills (82:28).

One of the more interesting comments was made by Shugrue concern-

ing the use of PBTE with subject matter fields.

For prospective teachers and for all students, some
activities can, of course, be readily stated in behavioral
terms, but the most important attitudes and values developed
through liberal education resist such codification and evalua-
tion. (94:14)

These criticisms and problems are similar to those which the

teacher writing specific behavioral objectives faces.
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Directly related to this problem and related to technological

criticism is the charge that CBTE is dehumanizing. One of the

more outspoken critics in this area is Henry C. Johnson, Jr. He

feels "C/PBTE represents an anachronistic vestige of the Eighteenth

Century which suggests that our task is merely to tinker with the

great academic engine until it does our bidding" (52:166). A related

question could be, "if all teachers establish the minimum competence,

will they also provide similar role models as teachers?" Bruce R.

Joyce emphasizes that it will be necessary to become more human and

to have the capacity of discovering the competence necessary to pro-

duce learning environments for different personality types (20:66-73).

The role model of the teacher is important from his view. Cangelosi

attacks the same problem from a different angle. He suggests that

the potential abilities of the teacher could be stifled under CBTE

because the criterion point for competency may be below his level

of potential (16:125).

Some look upon the use of individualized instruction as a prob-

lem somewhat related to the dehumanizing of education. Merrow

cites Weber State College as a typical CBTE program (68:15). The

130 competencies in its curriculum are organized into blocks known

as WILKITS, for Weber Individualized Learning Kits. Weber State,

along with 12 other CBTE institutions, was described and analyzed in

a report published by the AACTE, PBTE committee (29). This report
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probably needs to be updated since it was published in 1972, but

summary statements emphasized that systems theory and individual-

ized instruction were characteristic of programs in all of the colleges

(29:12-16). It was also emphasized that this did not eliminate student

teacher interaction.

Definite insight into why some criticisms have been leveled at

CBTE was provided by Gangelosi (16). He stressed the fact that

CBTE is no different than any other educational innovation which

starts with a need for change, some ideas are generated, some pilot

programs are implemented and I judged successful, observers come

and report what they see in order to implement the ideas in other

localities. Then the problem arises which causes criticism.

The observers do not see the ideas (or spirit) of the
innovation. The observers see only the activities and tools
of the innovation (e.g., a school without walls and student
contract forms). When the observers attempt to transplant
the ideas, they in fact do not transplant ideas--they trans-
plant activities and tools. . . .

W. Robert Houston and other proponents of CBTE have
ably expressed the spirit of CBTE and helped popularize the
idea. However, what does one observe when viewing com-
petency based programs such as those at the University of
Houston, Illinois State University, and the University of
Nebraska? Modules, behavioral objectives, mediated
instruction, self-paced packages, . . . and subsystems are
observed. The observers then implement what they call
'competency based teacher education' by developing modules,
behavioral objectives, mediated instruction, self-paced
packages, . . . and subsystems. The spirit is lost and the
ideas are lost, but at least the programs are in vogue
(emphasis added). (16:126)
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If a pun can be endured, in theological education if the spirit is lost

then the whole purpose of the instutition is eliminated. This axiom

could very well be true for education generally and this appears to be

the crux of many of the conflicts in applying systems technology to

education.

The Criterion Problem

Having examined the origins of CBTE, the distinction between

PBTE and CBTE, and identified some areas of criticism of CBTE, it

seems appropriate to approach what Elam calls the criterion problem

which he describes as

One of the humiliating uncertainties that hovers over
every PBTE experiment, . . . is this: What will be accepted
as evidence of successful performance by the teacher candi-
date? Unfortunately, we do not even have a satisfactory list
of crucial skills and behaviors which a teacher must possess
in order to perform reasonably well and to survive in the
ordinary classroom with personal satisfaction. (28:15)

This problem was also recognized by Richard Burns and Bruce

Joyce at the National Conference on Competency Assessment (20).

J. Bruce Burke raised the same issue and provided Henderson's

conceptual model as an illustration in redesigning one course at

Michigan State University. Henderson

. . . listed four process tasks: (1) assessment, (2) objec-
tives, (3) strategies, and (4) evaluation. These tasks
became the units of the course, and mastery levels were
set for each task (competency). . . . Of course, the design,
the list of competencies, the decisions for functioning--all
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must be recycled continuously on the basis of feedback from
students and schools. (15:48, 49)

One of the most complete presentations of proposals for solving

this problem was by W. Robert Houston in Performance Education:

Strategies and Resources for Developing a CBTE Program. He

suggests that one approach may be selected and modified or that a

combination of approaches could be utilized. His approaches include:

1. Program Translation. The reformulation of current
courses by rewriting the course requirements as
behavioral objectives.

Z. Task Analysis. This approach includes a number of
alternative processes.
a. Observe the teacher in the act of teaching and trans-

late the observations into competencies.
b. Request the teacher to reconstruct their daily activity

log and identify major competencies.
c. Teachers and other educational workers speculate

upon what effective teachers do and then translate
these into sub-goals. (An extensive example-is pro-
vided listing 36 sub-goals.)

d. Divide teachers into groups which share successful
teaching styles and have them formulate different
tasks to be translated into competencies.

3. Needs of School Learners. Competency statements are
based on the needs of the children. Their ambitions,
values, and perspectives form the basis for a curriculum
to train teachers.

4. Needs Assessment. Formulate a teacher education pro-
gram to cope with the consequences of a teacher's actions
in the real world or the needs of society.

5. Theoretical. A position is assumed and the program is
built around it.

6. Cluster Approach. A number of curriculum areas are
identified and clustered prior to subdividing into explicit
competency components (49:31-46).

The task analysis and cluster approach has been utilized in the

field of vocational education. A mailed questionnaire allowed
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respondents to rank the proficiency required for specific tasks

related to their professions. Courtney and Halfin (21) population

was vocational education teachers. Gunderson (42) conducted his

research with community college instructors in trade and industrial

education. Respondents for Sundstrom (98) were administrators of

vocational education programs. The cases cited used the computer to

factor the data and determine clusters of competencies for each

occupation. No similar research with clergy was reported in the

literature. The Readiness for Ministry Project (88) was in process.

It is following similar procedures and involves active ministers,

denominational leaders, theology students, theology professors and

laymen from 47 denominations. The Readiness for Ministry Project

was begun subsequent to Smith's assessment when he stated

There appears to be no systematic compilation of
research for use by the minister himself and the church
officers who work closely with him. There is no summary
of suggestions growing out of that research. Nor have the
insights of role theory and of related study of other pro-
fessions been applied to the ministry. (96:17)

Hopefully, research can be applied in establishing a criterion for the

training and preparation of clergy. The Summer 1975 issue of

Theological Education was devoted to field education but no reference

was made to competencies. Bridston does make the point that an

integration of the practical and the theoretical in theological semi-

naries is unsatisfactory and embarrassing (10). The Readiness for
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Ministry Project by Schuller et al. (88) should provide data to help

alleviate this situation in the future. It also appears that continued

research on CBTE should have an impact on theological education.

Summary

The review of the literature was conducted in four areas:

(1) Historical concept of the pastor; (2) pastoral responsibilities;

(3) pastoral preparation; and (4) competency based concept of

education.

The role of the pastor was founded upon Biblical guidelines.

Cultural influences resulted in differing viewpoints. Baptist pastors

generally are pluralistic, encouraging separation of church and state.

They are also theologically oriented and tend to draw distinctions

between the liberal and fundamental theological positions.

Pastoral responsibilities are not specifically delineated in

scripture although the traditional responsibilities are to preach and

live a high moral life. The contemporary ministry has become more

specialized, developing into a shared ministry by a multiple staff.

Some clusters of clergy competencies have been developed.

Education for the professions and pastoral preparation were

originally One and the same. Changes in theological positions caused

specialized pastoral preparation which resulted in the graduate
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theological seminary of the nineteenth century. Today, there are

undergraduate (Bible colleges) and graduate (seminaries) theological

institutions.

Competency based teacher education had its roots in behavioral

objectives and has not been free of criticism. The concept of compe-

tency based education has not been extensively utilized by the

theological institutions but research relative to clergy competencies

is in process.
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III. DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This study was an investigation of clergymen competencies

within two Baptist church associations. The purpose of the study was

to identify common competencies of pastors and ministers of

education and to identify competencies which would be unique to

either position.

Selection of the Population

Churches which are served by pastors or ministers of education

were randomly selected for the sample of this study since neither the

General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARB) nor the

Conservative Baptist Association of America (CBA) publish a list of

their respective pastors. The 1975 edition of the published directories

of the GARB and the CBA were utilized for this purpose. The pastor

of each church was sequentially numbered as his church appeared in

the directory. Each minister of education was also sequentially

numbered as the church he was serving appeared in the respective

directory.

The GARB and CBA are similar in doctrinal and ecclesiastical

position. When one association is established in a state the other

association will generally have fewer churches in that state. The
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inclusion of both associations in the study provided representation

throughout the United States. The population for this study is

presented in Table 1.

Preparation of the Instrument

The instrument used in the study was a survey-type question-

naire designed for administration by mail. The questionnaire con-

tained 90 clergy competencies combined with a five-point Likert-type

scale. Thus the respondent was able to judgmentally identify the

level of proficiency for each competency.

The development of the instrument was accomplished in the

following stages:

1. Related literature on professional competencies was reviewed

to identify similar research problems and related methodologi-

cal studies.

2. An instrument developed by Grigsby (41) was utilized as a

foundation in creating the initial questionnaire.

3. The initial questionnaire was submitted to a jury panel of

experts made up of six pastors, three church board members

(laymen), one minister of education (one of the pastors pre-

viously served in this position), one seminary professor, one

Bible college professor, and one state director or association

employee (see Appendix A). The panel utilized a modified



Table 1. Sample of the Study.

State Pastors Ministers of Education Total
GARB CBA GARB CBA

Arizona 5 6 11
California 2 6 5 9 22
Colorado 4 2 - 6

Connecticut 2 1 3

Florida 1 1

Idaho 1 1

Illinois 3 2 5

Indiana 3 5 8

Iowa 6 1 7

Kansas 1 1

Maine 1 2 1 4

Maryland 1 1

Massachusetts 3 3

Michigan 7 5 9 2 23
Minnesota 1 1 2

Montana 1 1

Nebraska 1 1

New Hampshire - 1 - 1

New Jersey 4 3 7

New York 7 6 3 1 17

Ohio 10 1 4 15

Oregon 2 7 1 10 20
Pennsylvania 2 4 2 2 10

Rhode Island 1 1

Virginia - 1 - 1

West Virginia 1 1 2

Washington 2 2 1 4 9

Wisconsin 2 - 2 4

Wyoming 1 1

Totals 56 52 40 40 188

60
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Delphi procedure to modify the questionnaire to create an

instrument that adequately represented expected clergy compe-

tencies. The panel revised 15 items and added seven new items

to the initial questionnaire.

4. The final instrument contained 90 items (see Appendix B).

The Dependent Variable

The dependent variable was the score assigned by respondents

that indicated the level of proficiency that they felt necessary for

each of the 90 clergy competencies. Each respondent was asked to

evaluate the importance of each task (competency) as a pastor in the

local church. The 90 competencies were each assigned a score based

on the following Likert-type scale with response values ranging from

a low 1.0 to a high of 5.0.

1. No proficiency with this activity is required for clergymen.

Z. Slight proficiency with this activity is required for clergymen.

3. Moderate proficiency with this activity is required for clergy-
men.

4. Considerable proficiency with this activity is required for
clergymen.

5. Complete proficiency with this activity is required for
clergymen.
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The Statistical Design

The central problem of the study was to identify competencies

needed by clergy in Baptist churches. The population for the study

was limited to two smaller associations representative of churches

which are known as being fundamentalist.

Clergy were randomly selected from those serving as pastors

and as ministers of education. The sample of 108 pastors and 80

ministers of education provided research data by completing a 90-

item mail-administered questionnaire.

Respondents were asked to react to each of 90 tasks (compe-

tencies) in the questionnaire by recording the level of proficiency

required to fulfill their responsibilities within the local church. The

responses were reported on a five-point Likert-type scale, with

response values ranging from a low of 1.0 to a high of 5.0.

A two-way classification of variance was used to test for signifi-

cant difference between the perceptions of clergymen of the associa-

tions according to personnel type. The F statistic with a .05

significance was used to assess the differences.

The sampling design was as follows:

Associations
Personnel types GARB (1) CBA (2)

Pastor 56 52
(A)

Minister of Education 40 40
(B)
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The two-way (fixed) design allowed the following hypotheses to

be tested.

H
1:

There is no significant difference between association
mean scores.

H2: There is no significant difference between types of
personnel mean scores.

H3: There is no significant interaction between associations
and type of personnel.

The sources of variation associated with the analysis of variance

testing are indicated as follows:

Source of variation df SS F

Association 1 A A/1 MS(Assoc)/MS(error)

Personnel types 1 B/1 MS(Ptypes)/MS(error)

Assoc. x Per. type
(interaction)

1 C C/1 MS(Int)/MS(error)

Error 185 D D/185

Total 188 E

The data were further analyzed through the use of two factor

analytic modes--the R-modes and the Q-modes. The two techniques

provided the following information.

R-mode This factor analytic mode ordered the competencies

according to the respondents included in the study. This

form of analysis examined the relationship of every

competency with every other competency and provided a

clustering of common clergy competencies. A matrix
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containing 90 intercorrelated competencies was generated

from 188 respondents. The 90 competencies were

clustered in a way that best reported the largest per-

centage of common variance.

Q-mode This mode involved ordering the respondents according

to the competencies included for the study. A. 188

respondent intercorrelation matrix based upon data

furnished on the 90 competencies was generated. This

form of analysis provided a measure of commonality

among respondents and indicated the extent to which the

clergymen resembled each other in their perception of

the importance of pastoral tasks (competencies) as they

perceived them.

The data were collected by submitting a 90-item mail-

administered questionnaire; 188 respondents were checked, coded,

and transferred to data cards for computer analysis. The SIPS

program at Oregon State University was utilized.

Chapter Summary

The design of the study was to administer a 90-item competency

questionnaire to a random sampling of 188 clergymen within the CBA

and the GARB church associations. The population was drawn from

29 states.
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Three hypotheses were tested with a two-way classification of

variance. Further analysis was done through the use of two factor

analytic modes.
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IV. PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

The primary objective of the study was to identify, and to group,

the professional competencies common to Baptist pastors and minis-

ters of education. The technique of factor analysis was used to form

logical groups of competencies. Secondary objectives included the

identification of the statistical difference between clergy in the two

associations and between the two types of clergy. An analysis was

also made to determine the commonality between pastors and

ministers of education.

The analysis of the data is presented in three sections. The

first section presents the results of a two-way analysis of variance

between the competency means of respondents according to associa-

tion and type of personnel. The second section outlines the results

of the R mode factor analysis of 90 competencies. The third section

presents the Q mode factor analysis of 188 respondents.

Analysis of Variance Procedures

A two-way classification of variance was utilized to test the null

hypotheses of the study. Ninety individual competencies were tested

for each hypothesis. The test statistic was the F statistic with the

.05 level of significance being used to assess the differences.
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The null hypothesis, that there were no significant differences

among the mean scores of the clergy in the Conservative Baptist

Association of America (CBA.) and the General Association of Regular

Baptist Churches (GARB), was retained for 64 competencies and rejected

for 26 competencies. The computed F value was less than the tabular

F value of 3.90 at the .05 level of significance for the 64 competen-

cies. Table 2 presents the competencies rejected for this null

hypothesis.

The null hypothesis, that there was no significant difference

among the mean scores of the pastors and the ministers of education,

was retained for 75 competencies and rejected for 15 competencies.

The competencies rejected for this hypothesis are listed in Table 3.

The null hypothesis, that there was no significant interaction

between mean scores of the church associations and the type of

personnel, was rejected for only one competency, number 72. The

computed F value for this item was 8.48, exceeding the tabular F

value of 3.90 which indicated significant interaction at the .05 level.

Plot of means showing the disordinal interaction for this item is in

Appendix D.

Factor Analysis Techniques

Factor analysis was used to identify the statistical relationships

for the competencies included in the study. Factor analysis indicates



Table 2. Competencies with Significant Difference between Associations.

Item
no. Competency Mean F Value

CBA GARB Computed Tabular
7 Identify community referral resources, including health, welfare, educational

and counseling services. 2.88 2.64 4.03 3.90

9 Conduct periodic evaluation and up-dating of the church program in view of recent
educational, social, and economic trends. 3.64 3.38 4.35 3.90

10 Know the legal implications of the church's operational procedures or policies, e. g.
ownership of property, tax liability, etc. 3.26 3.69 9.23 3.90

12 Use directive counseling techniques (counselor evaluates problem and offers specific
suggestions) to help parishioners solve personal and/or social problems. 3. 65 3. 98 5. 39 3. 90

13 Plan and construct displays, e. g, bulletin board. 2. 34 2. 70 8. 44 3. 90

14 Develop or utilize audiovisual and printed media to communicate your church
program to the community. 3. 20 3.48 5. 11 3.90

18 Manage time, energy, and financial resources. 4. 26 4.52 6. 33 3. 90

41 Participate in the preparation of the specifications for a new church building. 3. 39 3. 77 8. 34 3. 90

42 Operate audio-visual equipment. 2. 86 3.20 5.79 3. 90

47 Maintain a clean, orderly home which would be attractive to the guests who
are entertained. 4.08 4.38 5.98 3.90

48 Plan and execute church social activities. 2. 71 3.07 7. 99 3. 90

49 Purchase appropriate equipment and supplies for church use. 3.00 3. 33 6. 38 3. 90

cr.52 Converse with parishioners of all ages. 4. 14 4. 47 9. 06 3. 90 op
(Continued on next page)



Tab le 2. (Continued)

Item
no. Competency Mean F Value

CBA GARB Computed Tabular

53 Maintain an awareness of current events; local, national, international. 3. 79 4.03 4.85 3.90

55 Relate weekly church emphasis to an overall year plan. 3. 60 3. 91 5.64 3. 90

59 Direct a conference, e.g., Bible, family life, etc. 3.47 3.88 11. 14 3. 90

64 Generate enthusiasm and instill a sense of responsibility in church members. 4. 31 4.53 4. 42 3. 90

66 Maintain a working knowledge of current theological trends and issues. 3. 69 4.04 8. 88 3. 90

71 Develop a program based on principles rather than reacting to situations. 4. 35 4.57 4. 30 3. 90

75 Develop and implement group procedures with boards, committees, or in teaching a class. 3. 77 4.13 11.80 3. 90

79 Understand credit, buying power, inflation, budgeting and other financial matters. 3. 37 3.83 11. 91 3. 90

80 Manage an office staff. 3. 66 3. 92 3. 92 3. 90

84 Manage his personal finances, understand and tactfully promote the church
financial program. 4. 15 4.55 17.02 3. 90

85 Prepare agendas for committee or church business meetings and use
parlimentary procedures. 3. 67 4. 13 14. 69 3. 90

87 Disciple or prepare individuals to live the Christian life, e. g., active witness,
prayer, Bible study. 4.43 4. 61 4.03 3. 90

89 Operate office equipment, e.g., mimeograph, typewriter, ditto, etc. 2. 65 3.06 8. 48 3. 90



Table 3. Competencies with Significant Difference between types of Personnel.

Item
no. Competency Pastors

Ministers
Education

F Value
Computed Tabular

1 Organize church education agencies for an effective ministry, e. g. , Sunday School. 4. 15 4. 42 6. 99 3. 90

4 Implement a church educational program which utilizes a wide variety of learning
methods rather than depending on one method, e. g. , storytelling or lecture. 3.87 4. 28 14. 37 3. 90

6 Identify components of the learning process and the various psychological factors
which influence learning. 3.46 3.83 8.81 3. 90

25 Develop a church educational program which responds to individual learner needs
in ways which are appropriate and acceptable to the learner. 3.88 4. 20 8. 18 3. 90

38 Give direction to the work of paid or volunteer staff personnel. 4.00 4. 28 6. 43 3. 90

40 Write articles for news release. 3.44 3. 02 9. 96 3. 90

43 Conduct evaluation studies for purposes of determining the effectiveness of the
total church.program. 3.44 3. 78 6. 93 3. 90

45 Identify and analyze social patterns in the church and the larger community that have
implications for learning and worship. 3. 18 3. 48 5. 36 3. 90

46 Assist church leaders in determining youth/adult needs and develop a church
program to fulfill them. 4.01 4. 21 4.57 3. 90

52 Converse with parishioners of all ages. 4.41 4. 17 4. 46 3. 90

69 Maintain the spirit of a learner by being open minded and accepting criticism
or suggestions for improvement. 4. 26 4. 47 4. 79 3. 90

70 Establish priorities in his own life and lead the church in establishing priorities. 4.50 4. 73 7.81 3. 90

71 Develop a program based on principles rather than reacting to situations. 4. 37 4.58 4. 48 3. 90

78 Establish a workable, responsible church financial policy and record system. 3. 96 3. 64 5. 30 3.90

83 Provide guidance to church families in the education of their children. 3. 94 4. 17 4. 52 3. 90
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whether a change in one variable is associated with another variable;

the degree of the association; and selects essential wholes among the

items (17:11).

Individual items receive a loading which determines its place-

ment within a factor. For the present study competencies with factor

loadings of ± .45 and higher were recorded as being clustered within a

factor. If the factor loading fell between f .40 and ± .45 the com-

petency was included in the factor as a spurious competency.

R Mode Factor Analysis

The data of this study were analyzed for 3, 4, and 5 factor

solutions. The five-factor solution accounted for 64 competencies

with factor loadings of ± .45 or higher. Factor five included no

factor loadings above ± .38 so it was determined to be unnecessary to

utilize a higher factor solution. The four-factor solution accounted

for 63 competencies with factor loadings of ± .45 or higher. Factor

four generated one competency with a factor loading higher than

± .45 but this competency was shared with factor three which loaded

at ± .62. The three-factor solution generated 68 competencies with

factor loadings of ± .45 or higher. Competencies were relatively

stable within the factors for all solutions. The three-factor solution

was selected as the best solution for analysis.
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Factors were judgmentally assigned, and are intended to

represent the general nature of the competencies loaded under each

factor. The generated factors and their sub-factors are shown below.

Factor I Administration. Factor I, the largest factor,

accounted for 48.36% of the common variance. Four sub-factors

were identified within this factor.

Sub-factor la, Program Development, included 11 competencies

with a factor loading of ± .45 or higher. Table 4 presents the com-

petencies clustered under this sub-factor.

Sub-factor Ib, Program Operation, included 11 competencies

with a factor loading of ± .45 or higher. Table 5 presents the com-

petencies clustered under this sub-factor.

Sub-factor lc, Community Relations, included seven competen-

cies with a factor loading of If .45 or higher. Table 6 presents the

competencies clustered under this sub-factor.

Sub-factor Id, Counseling, included three competencies with a

factor loading of ± .50 or higher. Table 7 presents the competencies

clustered under this sub-factor.

Factor I contained five spurious competencies with a factor

loading between ± .41 and ± .43. They are included with the appro-

priate sub-factors in Tables 4, 5, and 6. A total of 33 competencies

with a factor loading of - .45 were found to be clustered under Factor

I.



Table 4. Factor I - Administration. Sub-factor Ia - Program Development.

Item
Competencyno.

5 Structure the church program to accommodate the various stages in the development or
maturation of the individual.

6 Identify components of the learning process and the various psychological factors which influence learning.

25 Develop a church educational program which responds to individual learner needs in ways which are
appropriate and acceptable to the learner.

36 Utilize management techniques for program planning and operation.

41 Participate in the preparation of the specifications for a new church building.

43 Conduct evaluation studies for purposes of determining the effectiveness of the total church program.

44 Develop a long range plan for operation, including membership projections, personnel, fiscal, and
facility needs.

46 Assist church leaders in determining youth/adult needs and develop a church program to fulfill them.

51 Lead the congregation in providing special facilities and activities for the handicapped, mental or physical.

55 Relate weekly church emphasis to an overall year plan.

66 Maintain a working knowledge of current theological trends and issues.

Spurious Competencies

9 Conduct periodic evaluation and up-dating of the church program in view of recent experimental,
social, and economic trends.

10 Know the legal implications of the church's operational procedures or policies, e.g., ownership of
property, tax liability, etc.

Factor
Loading

Mean
Score

.50 4.01

.53 3.59

. 49 4.01

.54 3.61

. 48 3.55

.57 3.55

.59 3.89

.52 4.03

.57 3.05

.47 3.70

.49 3.81

.43 3.49

.43 3.47



Table 5. Factor I - Administration. Sub-factor Ib - Program Operation.

Item
no.

Competency
Factor

Loading
Mean
Score

4 Implement a church educational program which utilizes a wide variety of learning methods rather than
depending on one method, e. g., storytelling or lecture. .48 4.03

13 Plan and construct displays, e. g. , bulletin board. . 60 2.51

22 Direct a youth camp. . 49 2.95

30 Select appropriate audio-visual materials for educational purposes. . 46 3.52

42 Operate audio-visual equipment. .52 3.03

48 Plan and execute church social activities. .53 2.86

49 Purchase appropriate equipment and supplies for church use. . 49 3.13

58 Develop course objectives for Bible study. .52 4.07

59 Direct a conference, e. g. , Bible, family life, etc. .55 3.63

88 Lead the church congregation in singing. .54 2.79

89 Operate office equipment, e. g. , mimeograph, typewriter, ditto, etc. .46 2.81

Spurious Competencies

50 Maintain a clean, orderly church building. . 41 3.38

75 Develop and implement group procedures with boards, committees, or in teaching a class. . 42 3. 90



Table 6. Factor I - Administration. Sub-factor Ic - Community Relations.

Item
no.

Competency
Factor
Loading

7 Identify community referral resources, including health, welfare, educational and counseling services. .47

14 Develop or utilize audio-visual and printed media to communicate your church program to the community. .51

33 Interpret the church educational program to the community. .56

34 Identify the services of resource persons from state and local agencies able to supplement the local
church program. .45

35 Take responsibilities for leadership in civic or community activities. .54

40 Write articles for news release. .48

45 Identify and analyze social patterns in the church and the larger community that have implications for
learning and worship. .60

Spurious Competency

57 Arrange and conduct a visitation program. .41

Table 7. Factor I - Administration. Sub-factor Id - Counseling.

Mean
Score

2.74

3.33

3.42

2.59

2.23

3.24

3.28

4.03

Item Factor Mean
Competency

no. Loading Score

8 Interpret the results of vocational interest inventories to counselees. .55 2.60

60 Break down an occupation or job into its component parts for guidance purposes. .51 3.15

67 Use non-directive counseling techniques (counselor guides counselee in solving his own problems) to
help parishioners solve personal and/or social problems. .51 3.38
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Factor II - Leadership. Factor II accounted for 10. 96% of the

common variance. Two sub-factors were identified in Factor II.

Sub-factor Ia, Individual Ability, included nine competencies

with factor loadings of - .45 or higher. Table 8 presents the compe-

tencies clustered under this sub-factor.

Sub-factor lib, Interpersonal Relations, included 12 competen-

cies with factor loadings of ± .45 or higher. Table 9 presents the

competencies clustered under this sub-factor.

One spurious competency with a factor loading of ± .43 was

identified and placed under sub-factor Ha and is included in Table 8.

Factor II contained 17 competencies with factor loadings of ± .50 or

higher and four competencies with loadings of .45 to - .49.

Factor III - Management. Factor II accounted for 7.48% of the

common variance. Two sub-factors were identified in Factor III.

Sub-factor Ma, Human Resources, included 12 competencies

with factor loadings of ± .50 or higher. Table 10 presents the com-

petencies clustered under this sub-factor.

Sub-factor IIIb, Financial Resources, included three compe-

tencies with a factor loading of - .63 or higher. Table 11 presents

the competencies clustered under this sub-factor.

Factor III accounted for 20 competencies with a factor loading

of - .50 or higher. No spurious competencies were identified in this

factor.



Table 8. Factor H - Leadership. Sub-factor IIa - Individual Ability.

Item
no. Competency

24 Know your own self concept (personal strengths, weaknesses, motivational factors, accepting
your physical appearance, etc. ) and to assist others in developing a positive and healthy self concept.

37 Develop and practice group leadership skills with boards, committees, and other groups within the church.

53 Maintain an awareness of current events; local, national, international.

54 Use questions during Bible teaching sessions.

56 Make sermons meaningful to the individual worshipper.

6S Interpret and illustrate Biblical truths.

69 Maintain the spirit of a learner by being open minded and accepting criticism or suggestions for improvement.

70 Establish priorities in his own life and lead the church in establishing priorities.

72 Share from his own life in discipling another individual.

Spurious Competency

20 Use correct and socially acceptable speech.

Factor
Loading

Mean
Score

.50

.57

. 45

4.54

3. 98

3. 87

.63 4.00

. 67 4.53

.70 4.50

.55 4. 29

.56 4.53

. 45 4.01

. 43 4. 32



Table 9. Factor II - Leadership. Sub-factor Ib - Interpersonal Relations.

Item
no. Competency Factor

Loading
Mean
Score

19 Establish and maintain a meaningful and Biblical relationship with your spouse. .57 4.74
23 Share the gospel message with another individual. .45 4.68
32 Explain how a Biblical philosophy should influence a person's everyday life. .53 4.52
38 Give direction to the work of paid or volunteer staff personnel. .63 4.06
39 Relate current events to the sermon or Bible lesson. . 47 3.89
47 Maintain a clean, orderly home which would be attractive to the guests who are entertained. . 66 4.19
52 Converse with parishioners of all ages. .59 4.27
61 Initiate change without alienating the congregation. . 65 4.32
62 Lead the church members in developing a total church program. .58 4.32
63 Interpret statements of ethics to young people and adults. .55 4.10
64 Generate enthusiasm and instill a sense of responsibility in church members. .59 4.37
71 Develop a program based on principles rather than reacting to situations. .50 4.41



Table 10. Factor III - Management. Sub-factor Ma - Human Resources.

Item
Competency

no.

73 Develop a church constitution which reflects the uniqueness of the local congregation.

74 Delegate responsibilities and allow the person freedom to fulfill them.

76 Communicate your vision for the local church, the potential and the possibilities.

77 Develop a plan to achieve church objectives.

80 Manage an office staff.

81 Maintain a regular program of personal Bible study.

82 Communicate with community leaders; political, educational and social.

83 Provide guidance to church families in the education of their children.

85 Prepare agendas for committee or church business meetings and use parlimentary procedures.

86 Serve as a counselor in a youth group or similar activity.

87 Disciple or prepare individuals to live the Christian life; e. g., active witness, prayer, Bible study.

90 Establish and maintain socially acceptable personal habits - grooming, eating, etc.

Table 11. Factor III - Management. Sub-factor Mb - Financial Resources.

Item
no.

78

79

84

Competency

Establish a workable, responsible church financial policy and record system.

Understand credit, buying power, inflation, budgeting and other financial matters.

Manage his personal finances, understand and tactfully promote the church financial program.

Factor
Loading

Mean
Score

.57 3.59

.51 4.16

.64 4.35

.61 4.31

.59 3.71

. 64 4.62

.50 3.08

.53 3.97

.59 3.85

.52 3.41

.73 4.46

.60 4.35

Factor Mean
Loading Score

.66 3.76

.63 3.53

. 73 4.26
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Eleven competencies were identified which had factor loadings of

.45 or higher and shared factor solutions. Competencies no. 37,

45, and 58 were identified in Factors I and II. Competencies no. 82,

86, and 88 appeared in Factors I and III. Factors II and III shared

competencies no. 70, 71, 76, 81, and 90.

Although the three-factor solution was selected as the best

solution for the purpose of this research, several competencies with

low factor loadings had mean scores of 3.75 or greater. Due to the

low factor loading they were not included in a distinct factor but these

competencies should not be overlooked when a program for preparing

clergy is developed. Competencies which are in this category are

presented in Table 12.

The cumulative percentage of the common variance for the

factors increased as the factors increased. Table 13 lists the com-

mon variance accounted for in the five-factor solution.

The computer was used to generate a group of random numbers

equal to the total number of real data responses included in the study.

The random data were then analyzed using the R technique with a four-

factor solution. This process was utilized to verify that random data

would not be the same as the real data. The real data were shown as

reliable from Factor I through Factor II. Figure 1 illustrates the

comparison of the real and the randomized data.



Table 12. High Mean Score/Low Factor Loading Competencies.

Item
Competency

no.
Factor
Loadin

Factor
Mean
Score

Standard
Deviation

27 Develop appropriate church objectives. . 35 II 4.41 0.62

18 Manage time, energy, and financial resources. . 35 II 4.38 0.70

26 Develop and administer a leadership training program which will provide an increasing
number of leaders for an expanding, effective ministry. .34 I 4.31 0.62

1 Organize church education agencies for an effective ministry, e. g. , Sunday School . 33 I 4.26 0.68

21 Comfort and empathize with those experiencing pain or grief. .39 II 4.23 0.64

2 Provide appropriate opportunities for parishioners to apply learning experiences, in the
church and in life. . 35 I 4.06 0.65

31 Participate in the preparation and implementation (or revision) of guidelines and
procedures for selection of church leaders. . 21 I 3.99 0.69

3 Identify the various stages in the development or maturation of the individual as a person. .39 I 3.86 0.. 71

11 Understand different church organizational structures, the strengths and weaknesses of
each so a smooth running organization can be built. . 39 I 3.86 0.79

A

12 Use directive counseling techniques (counselor evaluates problem and offers specific
suggestions) to help parishioners solve personal and/or social problems. . 25 III 3.77 0.99
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Table 13. Percentage of Common Variance for the
R-Mode Analysis.

Factor Percentage Cumulative
Percentage

1 48.36976 48.36976

2 10.96416 59.33392

3 7.48845 66.82237

4 7.01639 73.83876

5 5.51387 79.35263
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Table 14 lists the ten highest and ten lowest ranked competency

mean scores. Tabulation of all competency items by mean rank order

appears in Appendix E.

The ten highest ranked means are skewed toward complete

proficiency with high means (4.41-4.74) and low standard deviations

.62-.82). Seven of the ten are competencies within Factor II

Leadership. Four of the seven are in sub-factor Ila, Individual

Ability and the remaining three are in sub-factor lib, Interpersonal

Relations.

The ten lowest ranked means are more normally distributed

with means between slight to moderate proficiency (2.23-2.95) and

standard deviations of .82-1.12. Nine of the ten competencies were

in Factor I - Administration. Five of the nine were in sub-factor Ib,

Program Operation, with the remaining four in sub-factor Ic,

Community Relations.

Q-Mode Factor Analysis

The Q-mode factor analytic technique indicates the extent to

which two people resemble each other. It is easily utilized with a

questionnaire such as the one for this project. The Q-technique was

used to examine the relationship of each respondent to every other

respondent and to order them according to competencies.



Table 14. Highest and Lowest Mean Competency Scores.

Item Standard Clustered inCompetency Rank Meanno. Deviation Factor

Highest Mean Scores

19 Establish and maintain a meaningful and Biblical relationship with your spouse. 1 4.74 0.51 IIb

23 Share the gospel message with another individual. 2 4.68 0.69 IIb

81 Maintain a regular program of personal Bible study. 3 4.61 0.82 Ma

24 Know your own self concept (personal strengths, weaknesses, motivational factors,
accepting your physical appearance, etc. ) and to assist others in developing a positive
and healthy self concept. 4 4.54 0.59 IIa

70 Establish priorities in his own life and lead the church in establishing priorities. 5 4.53 0.73 IIa

56 Makes sermons meaningful to the individual worshipper. 6 4.52 0.75 IIa

32 Explain how a Biblical philosophy should influence a person's everyday life. 7 4.51 0.66 IIb

65 Interpret and illustrate Biblical truths. 8 4.50 0.77 IIa

87 Disciple or prepare individuals to live the Christian life, e. g., active witness, prayer,
Bible study. 9 4.46 0.82 Ina

27 Develop appropriate church objectives. 10 4.41 0.62

Lowest Mean Scores

22 Direct a youth camp. 81 2.95 0.96 Ib

16 Use Hebrew as a study tool. 82 2.88 1.12

(Continued on next page)



Table 14. (Continued)

Item
Competencyno. Rank Mean Standard

Deviation
Clustered in

Factor

48 Plan and execute church social activities. 83 2.85 0. 91 Ib

89 Operate office equipment, e. g. , mimeograph, typewriter, ditto, etc. 84 2.81 0. 99 Ib

88 Lead the church congregation in singing. 85 2. 79 0. 97 Ib

6 Identify components of the learning process and the various psychological factors
which influence learning. 86 2. 73 0. 82 Ic

8 Interpret the results of vocational interest inventories to counselees. 87 2. 60 0. 90 Ic

34 Identify the services of resource persons from state and local agencies able to
supplement the local church program. 88 2.58 0.85 Ic

13 Plan and construct displays, e. g., bulletin board. 89 2.51 0.84 Ib

35 Take responsibilities for leadership in civic or community activities. 90 2. 23 0. 86 Ic
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The criterion for selecting the cutoff value for the factor
+solution was the same as for the R-mode, - .45. A two-factor

solution was used to analyze the data.

Factor I accounted for 97.86% of the common variance. One

hundred eighty-four respondents were clustered under Factor I,

with factor loadings ranging from 94 to 99. Three of the remaining

four respondents were also clustered under Factor I with factor load-

ings of 78, 81, and 83. One respondent with a factor loading of 57

was under Factor II. This analysis confirmed the designation of both

pastors and ministers of education as clergymen.

Results of Q-mode analysis are presented in Appendix F.
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The central purpose of this study was to identify professional

competencies necessary to serve as clergy in Baptist churches. The

major objectives, procedures, and findings of the study are sum-

marized in the following section.

Objective 1. To construct a professional competency question-
naire for Baptist clergy.

The two most prominent clergy titles in Baptist churches are

pastor and minister of education. Prominent men in these positions

were selected as the members of a jury panel in formulating a

questionnaire. The remaining members were from Baptist schools

of higher education and active Baptist laymen. An initial 83-item

questionnaire was submitted to the jury panel. The panel used a

modified Delphi technique to create a 90-item questionnaire designed

to be administered by mail.

Objective II. To determine the common professional compe-
tencies needed by the pastor and the minister of
education.

The questionnaire was administered to 108 pastors and 80

ministers of education associated with two Baptist church associations,

the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches and the

Conservative Baptist Association. The responses of the study
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population were analyzed statistically utilizing a two-way analysis of

variance F statistic, and a factor analysis procedure incorporating

R- and Q-mode analysis.

No significant difference in the responses could be identified

when the clergy were analyzed according to their church association

in 64 of the 90 test items. The analysis of clergy according to their

position resulted in no significant difference in responses in 75 out of

the 90 test items. On the basis of these analyses hypotheses one and

three were retained.

The results of the R-mode analysis are presented under

Objective IV. The Q-mode analysis identified only one factor which

clustered 97.86% of the respondents. This analysis tended to confirm

the commonality among clergy.

Objective III. To determine if significant differences exist in
professional competencies between the pastor and
the minister of education.

Significant differences between the pastor and the minister of

education were identified for 15 of the 90 competency items of the

questionnaire, hence hypothesis two was retained. The majority of

these, 11 of 15, related in a direct way to education. The mean

scores of the ministers of education differed from the pastors' mean

scores from +.20 to +.41 with ministers of education average being

.29 higher than pastors on the five-point Likert-type scale.
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Objective IV. To formulate recommendations to be considered
in developing curriculum content, performance
objectives, and educational strategies for the
preparation of clergymen.

A number of implications relative to the above objective were

produced as a result of the study. They are as follows:

1. The R-mode factor analysis identified three significant factors:

administration, which was divided into four sub-factors;

leadership, which was divided into two sub-factors; and

management, which was also divided into two sub-factors.

The factor solutions should have special implications to curricu-

lum development for Bible colleges and theological seminaries.

The factors generated, along with the sub-factors, should be

utilized to establish competency based programs to prepare

clergy. Present field work programs and requirements could

be integrated into a competency based program to produce

proficiency in these factors.

2. Serious consideration should be given to the husband/wife

relationship of potential clergy during their program of study.

This item ranked number one with a mean score requiring

almost complete proficiency. The implementation of this

recommendation could involve counseling sessions, group

therapy, or some other approach.
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3. Competency in evangelism should be given top priority. Sharing

the gospel with another individual was ranked number two with

considerable to complete proficiency being required. The

curriculum should be examined to determine if evangelism is

being taught exclusively in the classroom or if, in actuality,

competence is being developed on the field.

4. Respondents suggested strongly that emphasis upon personal

Bible study should be continued in the Bible college and theologi-

cal seminary curriculum.

5. Educational institutions preparing clergy should include specific

exercises and activities to establish and develop a positive self-

concept by the potential clergyman. This would necessitate a

re-evaluation of the "call" and its relationship to "profession-

alism" as a clergyman but when this item was ranked number

four it cannot be ignored.

6. The 38 competencies with a mean score of 4.0 or higher, indi-

cating the necessity for considerable proficiency, should be

utilized to evaluate the present curriculum offerings in Bible

colleges and theological seminaries. These competencies should

also be an influence in establishing a curriculum to prepare

clergymen.

7. Five of the ten competencies with mean scores of 4.41 or higher

involve personal contact or relationships, hence the
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specialized theological emphasis in theological seminaries and

Bible colleges should be examined to determine if it is too

specialized. The need for personal relationships and exercising

leadership as a clergyman indicate that courses in psychology,

management, and leadership should be included in the curricu-

lum.

Conclusions

The study of clergy competencies, the review of the literature

and active professional involvement during the last decade has led to

the following conclusions.

1. Clergy, if they are to fulfill the Biblical concept of helmsman,

must recognize their obligation to equip others for ministry.

Being "called" of God does not automatically produce compe-

tence but the call should promote the desire to perform compe-

tently. The competent "helmsman" will be able to administer,

lead, and manage within the local church.

2. The preparation of pastors and ministers of education could

essentially be one program based on similar objectives and

competency outcomes. The lack of significantly different

competencies for clergy in the two positions of pastor and

minister of education justifies integrating the curriculum and

eliminating some, if not most, of the distinctive courses.
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3. The theological position of separation held by Baptists appears

to have also become civic separation, Baptist clergymen have

permitted their rejection of the Roman Catholic concept of

universal rule to become a rejection of civic involvement by

ranking civic leadership last out of the 90 items.

4. Baptist clergymen tend to emphasize competencies in the

historical pattern cf ministry, evangelism and preaching, more

than competencies in the Biblical pattern of sharing their

responsibility and training others to do the work of the ministry.

Only one competency among the ten with the highest mean scores

relates to sharing responsibility and it is not a direct relation-

ship. A more adequate balance in the ministry should be

achieved. Glasse's broader base for theological reflection (38)

would contribute to the balanced ministry.

5. The negative attitude of Baptists toward psychology must be

recognized. The limited psychology course offerings in pro-

grams to prepare clergy will need to be expanded if self-

understanding and interpersonal relationships are to be achieved

at the level indicated by respondents. Expansion will also be

necessary to achieve the balance between concern for the

individual and organization referred to by Gangel (35).

6. The problems and criticisms which beset the change to

Competency Based Teacher Education in the public sector will
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also surface when a competency based program is initiated in

the preparation of clergy. Leaders in the churches will need to

have a clear understanding of the ministry if the program is to

be successful, even as various levels of public leadership are

required in Competency Based Teacher Education.

Recommendations

The findings and conclusions derived from this study suggest

the following recommendations.

1. That further study be conducted to identify the full range of

competencies necessary to adequately prepare clergy to serve

the local church. Although the 90 competencies of this study

were determined by a panel of experts and outline the basic

competencies it must be recognized that many competencies

were not examined due to the need for a questionnaire which

clergy could complete in a minimum amount of time.

Z. That study be initiated to determine the relationship between

how clergy view desired proficiency levels within the ministry

and at what level of proficiency they function in the ministry.

The team concept approach would provide for evaluation of the

total church program based on the functioning proficiency level

of the total multiple staff.
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3. That the present field study requirements of Bible colleges and

theological seminaries be evaluated with the purpose of deter-

mining the extent to which changes would be required to fully

implement a competency based program.

4. That further study be undertaken to determine differences which

exist in CBA and GARB educational institutions and the effect of

these differences upon the graduates who enter the ministry

as clergy.

5. That further study be conducted among other church associa-

tions with a similar ecclesiastical position as the CBA and

GARB. Appropriate associations could include pastors serving

in the Bible Baptist Church, the New Testament Association of

Baptist Churches, and the Independent Fundamental Churches of

America.
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APPENDIX A

JURY PANEL OF EXPERTS

Minister of Education
GARB

Dr. Howard Bixby
Calvary Baptist Church
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Pastor Rev. Don Bo ldt
CBA. Calvary Baptist Church

The Da lles, Oregon

Pastor Rev. Jerry Cudney
GARB First Baptist Church of Eastgate

Bellevue, Washington

Professor Mr. David Drullinger
GARB Western Baptist Bible College

Salem, Oregon

Layman (architect) Mr. David Fisher
CBA Portland, Oregon

Professor Dr. Grant Howard
CBA Western Conservative Baptist

Seminary
Portland, Oregon

State Director
CBA

Pastor
CBA

Dr. Charles Losie
CBA of Oregon
Salem, Oregon

Rev. Bard Marshall
Salem Heights Baptist Church
Salem, Oregon

Layman (systems analyst) Mr. Steve Moore
GARB Turner, Oregon

Pastor Rev. Charles W. Reagan
CBA Halbert Baptist Church

Salem, Oregon
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Pastor Rev. John Ruhlman, Jr.
GARB Nooksack Valley Baptist Church

Everson, Washington

Layman (public school teacher) Mr. Harold Sterk
GARB Lynden, Washington

Pastor Rev. George Wood
GARB Trinity Baptist Church

El Cerrito, California
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CLERGY EDUCATION TRAINING
NEEDS STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE

PURPOSE: The purpose of this questionnaire is to seek your assistance in providing information which will be use-
ful in the development of curricula for Bible Colleges and Graduate Schools of TheoLoy.

PERSON COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRE:

Name Church Membership
Less than 100

Position 101-200
201-300

Church 301-400
401-500

Address

Education Dates of Attendance

Bible Institute to

Bible College to

Christian College to

State College to

Seminary to

Degree

INSTRUCTIONS: This questionnaire contains a list of tasks which have been identified as related to the needs and
requirements of clergymen (either pastor, assistant pastor, or education pastor). TI. Is project is an attempt to
find the extent of agreement by clergymen serving the local church as to the proficien .y needs of a pastor.

For each statement, circle the rating (1 2 3 4 5) which best indicates your feeli,tgor judgment about the
proficiency needed to perform the task as a pastor in the local church. The following aey should be used for the
assignment of the ratings.

1. No proficiency with this activity is required for clergymen.

2. Slight proficiency with this activity is required for clergymen.

3. Moderate proficiency with this activity is required for clergymen.

4. Considerable proficiency with this activity is required for clergymen.

S. Complete proficiency with this activity is required for clergymen.

Do not take too much time in thinking about any particular item. Please do not leave -.at any item -- there are no
right or wrong answers. We are primarily concerned with how YOU FEEL about the Items since they will directly
relate to training requirements for clergymen.

Let's take an example:

1. Copy printed material on a fluid duplicator l 0 3 5

This person, in marking the "2" rating, felt that slight proficiency with this task was required.

Put a circle around the answer which comes closest to representing your feeling. Est .1 if your exact feeling is not
found in one of the choices, pick the one which conies closest to your true feeling. Sml.etimes it will be difficult to
make up your mind, but do the best you can and do not leave out any items.
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What proficiency roust you have in your work as a clergyman in the ability to; e'
o
z

14

11)

Eii

l'i.

45'

ro

T
-'

0
1. Organize church education agencies for an effective ministry, e.g. Sunday School. 1 2 3 4

2. Provide appropriate opportunities for parishioners to apply learning experiences, in the
church and in life.

1 2 3 4

3. Identify the various stages in the development or maturation of the individual as person. 1 2 3 4

4. Implement a church educational program which utilizes a wide variety of learning methods
rather than depending on one method, e.g. storytelling or lecture.

1 2 3 4

5. Structure the church program to accomodate the various stages in the development or
maturation of the individual.

1 2 3 4

6. Identify components of the learning process and the various psychological factors which
influence learning.

1 2 3 4

7. Identify community referral resources; including health, welfare, educational and
counseling services.

1 2 3 4

8. Interpret the results of vocational interest inventories tocounselees. 1 2 3 4

9. Conduct periodic evaluation and up-dating of the church program in view of recent educa-
tional, social, and economic trends.

1 2 3 4

10. Know the legal implications of the church's operational procedures or policies, e.g. own-
ership of property, tax liability, etc.

1 2 3 4

11. Understand different church organizational structures, the strengths and weaknesses of
each so a smooth running organization can be built.

1 2 3 4

12. Use directive counseling techniques (counselor evaluates problem and offers spec ific
suggestions) to help parishioners solve personal and/or social problems.

1 2 3 4

13. Plan and construct displays, e, g. bulletin board. 1 2 3 4

14. Develop or utilize audiovisual and printed media to communicate your church program
to the community.

1 2 3 4

15. Draw from your personal avocational interests to enrich the sermon or Bible study. 1 2 3 4

16. Use Hebrew as a study tool. 1 2 3 4

17. Use Greek as a study tool. 1 2 3 4

18. Manage time, energy, and financial resources. 1 2 3 4

19. Establish and maintain a meaningful and Biblical relationship with your spouse. 1 2 3 4

20. Use correct and socially acceptable speech. 1 2 3 4

21. Comfort and empathize with those experiencing pain or grief. 1 2 3 4

22. Direct a youth camp. 1 2 3 4

23. Share the gospel message with another individual. 1 2 3 4

24. Know your own self concept (personal strengths, weaknesses, motivational factors,
accepting your physical appearance, etc.) and to assist others in developing a posi'ive
and healthy self concept.

1 2 3 4

25. Develop a church educational program which responds to individual learner needs nn ways
which are appropriate and acceptable to the learner.

1 2 3 4

26. Develop and administer a leadership training program which will provide an increising
number of leaders for an expanding, effective ministry.

1 2 3 4'

27. Develop appropriate church objectives. 1 2 3 4

28. Conduct congregational surveys for purposes of improving the church program. 1 2 3 4

29. Read and use the information contained in professional journals for personal impr '.vement
purposes.

1 2 3 4

30. Select appropriate audio-visual materials for educational purposes. 1 2 3 4

31. Participate in the preparation and implementation (or revision) of guidelines and procedures
for selection of church leaders.

1 2 3 4

32. Explain how a Biblical philosophy should influence a person's everyday life. 1 2 3 4
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33. Interpret the church educational program to the community. 1 2 3 4 5

34. Identify the services of resource persons from state and local agencies able to supplement
the local church program.

1 2 3 4 5

35. Take responsibilities for leadership in civic or community activities. 1 2 3 4 5

36. Utilize management techniques for program planning and operation. 1 2 3 4 5

37. Develop and practice group leadership skills with boards, committees, and other groups with-
in the church.

1 2 3 4 5

38. Give direction to the work of paid or volunteer staff personnel. I 2 3 4 5

39. Relate current events to the sermon or Bible lesson. 1 2 3 4 5

40. Write articles for news release. 1 2 3 4 5

41. Participate in the preparation of the specifications for a new church building. 1 2 3 4 5

42. Operate audio-visual equipment. 1 2 3 4 5

43. Conduct evaluation studies for purposes of determining the effectiveness of the total church
program.

1 2 3 4 5

44. Develop a long range plan for operation, including membership projections, personnel, fiscal, 1

and facility needs.
2 3 4 5

45. Identify and analyze social patterns in the church and the larger community that have impl -
cations for learning and worship.

1 2 3 4 5

46. Assist church leaders in determining youth/adult needs and develop a church program to
fulfill them,

47. Maintain a clean, orderly home which would be attractive to the guests who are entertained.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4 5

4 5

48. Plan and execute church social activities. 1 2 3 4 5

49. Purchase appropriate equipment and supplies for church use. 1 2 3 4 5

50. Maintain a clean, orderly church building. 1 2 3 4 5

51. Lead the congregation in providing special facilities and activities for the handicapped,
mental or physical.

1 2 3 4 5

52. Converse with parishioners of all ages. 1 2 3 4 5

53. Maintain an awareness of current events; local, national, international. 1 2 3 4 5

54. Use questions during Bible teaching sessions. 1 2 3 4 5

55. Relate weekly church emphasis to an overall year plan. 1 2 3 4 5

56. Make sermons meaningful to the individual worshipper. 1 2 3 4 5

57. Arrange for and conduct a visitation program. 1 2 3 4 5

58. Develop course objectives for Bible study. 1 2 3 4 5

59. Direct a conference, e.g. Bible, Family Life, etc. 1 2 3 4 5

60. Break down an occupation or job into its component parts for guidance purposes. 1 2 3 4 5

61. Initiate change without alienating the congregation. I 2 3 4 5

62. Lead the church members in developing a total church program. 1 2 3 4 5

63. Interpret statements of ethics to young people and adults. 1 2 3 4 5

64. Generate enthusiasm and instill a sense of responsibility in church members. 1 2 3 4 5

65. Interpret and illustrate Biblical truths. 1 2 3 4 5

66. Maintain a working knowledge of current theological trends and issues. 1 2 3 4 5

67. Use non-directive counseling techniques (counselor guides counselee in salting hi own
problems) to help parishioners solve personal and/or social problems.

1 2 3 4 5
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68. Relate components of the learning process and psychological factors which infl nce learning 1 2 3 4

to the church facilities and the educational agencies, e.g. different size furnit re according
to physical growth.

69. Maintain the spirit of a learner by being open minded and accepting criticism or suggestions 1 2 3 4 5

for Improvement.

76. Establish priorities in his own life and lead the church in establishing prioritie.i. 1 2 3 4 5

71. Develop a program based on principles rather than reacting to situations. 1 2 3 4 5

72, Share from his own life in discipling another individual. 1 2 3 4 5

73. Develop a church constitution which reflects the uniquenessof the local congregation. 1 2 3 4 5

74. Delegate responsibilities and allow the person freedom to fulfill them. 1 2 3 4 5

75. Develop and implement group procedures with boards, committees, or in teaching a class. 1 2 3 4 5

76. Communicate your vision for the local church, the potential and the possibilities. 1 2 3 4 5

77. Develop a plan to achieve church objectives. 1 2 3 4 5

78. Establish a workable, responsible church financial policy and record system. 1 2 3 4 5

79. Understand credit, buying power, inflation, budgeting and other financial matte -s. 1 2 3 4 5

80. Manage an office staff. 1 2 3 4 5

81. Maintain a regular program of personal Bible study. 1 2 3 4 5

82. Communicate with community leaders; political, educational and social. 1 2 3 4 5

83. Provide guidance to church families in the education of their children. 1 2 3 4 5

84. Manage his personal finances, understand and tactfully promote the church financial program. 1 2 3 4 5

85. Prepare agendas for committee or church business meetings and use parlimentary procedures. 1 2 3 4 5

86. Serve as a counsellor in a youth group or sirniliar activity. 1 2 3 4 5

87. Disciple or prepare individuals to live the Christian life, e.g. active witness, prayer, I 2 3 4 5

Bible study.

88. Lead the church congregation in singing. 1 2 3 4 5

89. Operate office equipment, e.g. mimeograph, typewriter, ditto, etc. 1 2 3 4 5

90. Establish and maintain socially acceptable personal habits - grooming, eating, etc 1 2 3 4 5

Thank you for participating in this project. Please return the completed questionna: e to:

Mr. William Haburn
5000 Deer Park Drive S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97302
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APPENDIX C

LETTER ACCOMPANYING QUESTIONNAIRE

As an active pastor you are well aware of the need for specific
educational preparation to be effective in your ministry. The identifi-
cation of those abilities and/or tasks which should be cultivated during
preparation for the ministry has been a concern of mine for a number
of years. The opportunity of identifying specific tasks came with the
approval of my dissertation proposal by the graduate committee at
Oregon State University.

The total project extends beyond the dissertation and involves
four distinct steps. The first step was to formulate a list of tasks
which clergymen could rate as to required proficiency level on a five-
point Likert scale. A jury panel of pastors and laymen assisted in
this step. The second step involves the collection of data. The
questionnaire is being submitted to a random sampling of clergy with-
in the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches and the Con-
servative Baptist Association of America. You have been selected for
participation in this step and the success of the total project hinges on
your assistance. The third step involves tabulating the results to
determine clusters of tasks with similar proficiency requirements.
The last step will be to formulate a proposed curriculum which could
be utilized by Bible colleges and graduate schools of theology to more
adequately prepare clergymen to be proficient in those tasks and
hence more effective in their ministry to the local church.

The enclosed needs study questionnaire is vital to the success of
the total project. It is also of utmost importance if pastoral prepara-
tion is to be improved. Please take thirty minutes or so to complete
the questionnaire and return it in the postpaid envelope. Thank you
for your kind cooperation. A summary of the results will be made
available when the project is completed.

Sincerely,

William B. Hab urn
Christian Education Department

Tom E. Grigsby
Professor of Adult Education
Oregon State University
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APPENDIX D

DISORDINAL INTERACTION PLOT OF MEANS

O

O

CBA GARB
Associations

Association

Personnel (means)

Minister of Overall
Pastor Education Mean

CBA 3.86 4.38 4.12

GARB 4.14 3.94 4.04
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APPENDIX E

TABULATION OF MEAN, RANK ORDER AND ITEM NUMBER

Rank Mean
I tem
no. SD Rank Mean Item

no. SD

1 4.74 19 0.51 26 4.19 47 0.92

2 4.68 23 0.69 27 4.15 74 0.82

3 4.61 El 0.82 28 4.09 63 0.66

4 4.54 24 0.59 29 4.07 58 0.87

5 4.53 70 0.73 30 4.06 2 0.65

6 4.52 56 0.75 31 4.05 38 0.86

7 4.51 32 0.66 32.5 4.03 4 0.74

8 4.50 65 0.77 32.5 4.03 57 0.95

9 4.46 87 0.82 34 4.02 46 0.82

10 4.41 27 0.62 35.5 4.01 5 0.74

11 4.40 71 0.83 35.5 4.01 25 0.76

12 4.38 18 0.73 37.5 4.00 54 0.79

13 4.36 64 0.82 37.5 4.00 72 0.92

14.5 4.34 76 0.82 39 3.99 31 0.69

14.5 4.34 90 0.93 40.5 3.97 37 0.85

16.5 4.32 20 0.73 40.5 3.97 83 0.89

16.5 4.32 62 0.81 42 3.90 75 0.82

18.5 4.31 26 0.62 43.5 3.89 39 0.87

18.5 4.31 61 0.84 43.5 3.89 44 0.94

20 4.30 77 0.79 45.5 3.86 3 0.71

21 4.28 69 0.85 45.5 3.86 11 0.79

22 4.27 52 0.86 45.5 3.86 53 0.82

23 4.26 1 0.68 48 3.84 85 0.95

24 4.25 84 0.91 49 3.61 66 0.89

25 4.23 21 0.64 50 3.77 12 0.99

(Continued on next page)
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Appendix E. (Continued)

Rank Mean Item
no. SD Rank Mean Item

no. SD

51 3.76 78 1.07 71 3.36 68 1.04

52 3.70 80 1.00 72 3.32 14 0.86

53 3.69 55 0.96 73 3.27 45 0.93

54 3.63 59 0.97 74 3.26 28 0.77

55 3.60 36 0.92 75 3.23 40 0.95

56 3.59 6 0.85 76 3.14 60 1.06

57 3.58 73 1.01 77 3.12 49 0.96

58.5 3.54 15 0.82 78 3.07 82 0.98

58.5 3.54 43 0.94 79 3.05 51 0.93

58.5 3.54 41 0.96 80 3,02 42 1.00

61 3.53 79 1.01 81 2.95 22 0.96

62 3.51 30 0.73 82 2.88 16 1.12

63 3.50 17 0.99 83 2.85 48 0.91

64 3.48 9 0.89 84 2.81 89 0.99

65 3.47 10 0.95 85 2.79 88 0.97

66 3.42 33 0.88 86 2.73 6 0.82

67 3.40 86 1.03 87 2.60 8 0.90

68 3.38 50 1.32 88 2.58 34 0.85

69.5 3.37 29 0.80 89 2.51 13 0.84

69.5 3.37 67 1.09 90 2.23 35 0.86
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APPENDIX F

RESULTS OF Q-MODE ANALYSIS

Respondent
no.

Factor
Loading

Respondent
no.

Factor
Loading

Respondent Factor
no. Loading

1 .98 39 .99 77 .97
2 .99 40 .98 78 .98
3 .98 41 .96 79 .99
4 .97 42 .96 80 .98
5 .98 43 .98 81 .98
6 .97 44 .98 82 .98
7 .99 45 .98 83 .98
8 .97 46 .98 84 .97
9 .99 47 .99 85 .99

10 .98 48 .98 86 .98
11 .97 49 .98 87 .96
12 .98 50 .97 88 .98
13 .96 51 .97 89 .98
14 .97 52 .99 90 .98
15 .98 53 .97 91 .96
16 .98 54 .98 92 .98
17 .97 55 .98 93 .99
18 .98 56 .99 94 .98
19 .98 57 .98 95 .98
20 .99 58 .97 96 .98
21 .98 59 .98 97 .99
22 .99 60 .98 98 .98
23 .98 61 .99 99 .97
24 .78 62 .98 100 .99
25 .96 63 .98 101 .99
26 .99 64 .98 102 .97
27 .99 65 .99 103 .97
28 .83 66 .98 104 .97
29 .97 67 .98 105 .81
30 .97 68 .98 106 .98
31 .98 69 .99 107 .99
32 .98 70 .99 108 .98
33 .97 71 .99 109 .96
34 .98 72 .99 110 .98
35 .99 73 .98 111 .97
36 .98 74 .94 112 .98
37 .98 75 .99 113 .99
38 .98 76 .97 114 .96

(Continued on next page)
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Respondent
no.

Factor
Loading

Respondent
no.

Factor
Loading

Respondent Factor
no. Loading

114 .96 140 .97 166 .96
115 .99 141 .98 167 .98
116 .98 142 .98 168 .99
117 .98 143 .98 169 .96
118 .96 144 .97 170 .98
119 .94 145 .98 171 .95
120 .98 146 .98 172 .97
121 .98 147 .94 173 .97
122 .98 148 .98 174 .99
123 .97 149 .98 175 .95
124 .98 150 .98 176 .98
125 .98 151 .98 177 .98
126 .98 152 .98 178 .99
127 .98 153 .97 179 .98
128 .97 154 .99 180 .97
129 .98 155 .98 181 .96
130 .98 156 .98 182 .94
131 .98 157 .98 183 .98
132 .99 158 .98 184 .98
133 .98 159 .98 185 .99
134 .98 160 .98 186 .57
135 .98 161 .98 187 .97
136 .99 162 .97 188 .97
137 .95 163 .98
138 .97 164 .98
139 .99 165 .98
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